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PREFACE

THE object of this book is to give the essentials of

historical English grammar as far as is possible within

the limits of 100 pages, excluding syntax, but including

the history of the language, phonology, inflections, particles,

composition, and derivation. Although it covers exactly the

same ground as my Short Historical English Grammar

(itself an abridgment of the historical portions of my New

English Grammar], yet the great compression involved in

writing it has obliged me to depart considerably from the

plan of the larger works; although in some cases, where

the limits of conciseness had already been reached in the

Short Historical Grammar
,
I have naturally preferred con-

servatism to useless innovation.

As this little book will probably be studied by many
who have neither leisure nor inclination to pursue the his-

torical study of English any further, I have added a short

selection of Old, Middle, and Modern English texts the

latter with phonetic transcriptions to show the great

changes in pronunciation which underlie the fixity of the

orthography. These texts are accompanied by explanatory
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notes and references to the body of the Primer. They
will serve both to supplement the examples there given,

and to quicken the student's interest in a way which is

only possible by means of connected texts. They may also

perhaps be an incitement to explore further the wide field

of Early English literature and language.

HENRY SWEET.

SOUTH PARK, REIGATE :

\ith April, 1893.
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PRIMER OF

HISTORICAL ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

HISTORY OF ENGLISH.

PERIODS.

1. We distinguish three main stages in the history of

our language, namely Old English (OE), Middle English

(ME), and Modern English (MnE). We further distinguish

periods of transition between these main stages, each of

which latter is further divided into an early and a late

period. The dates of these periods are, roughly, as

follows :

Early Old English (E. of Alfred) . . . 700-900
Late Old English (E. of JElfric) .... 900-1100

Transition Old English (E. of Layamon) . . 1100-1200

Early Middle English (E. of the Ancren Riwle) . 1200-1300
Late Middle English (E. of Chaucer) . . . 1300-1400

Transition Middle English (Caxton E.) . . 1400-1500

EarlyModern English (Tudor E.; E.ofShakespere) 1500-1650
Late Modern English 1650-

COGNATE LANGUAGES.

2. English belongs to the Arian family of languages,

descended from a hypothetical Parent Arian language. The
most important of the Arian languages of Europe are Greek.
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Latin which is the parent of the Romance languages

(Italian, French, Spanish, etc.), the Celtic languages (Irish,

Welsh, etc.), the Slavonic languages (Russian, Polish, etc.),

and the Germanic languages.

3. The chief languages of the Germanic group to which

English belongs are Gothic, the Scandinavian languages

(Icelandic, Norwegian, Danish, Swedish), the Low German

languages (Dutch, Low German or Platt Deutsch, Frisian,

English), and High German or German. English is, there-

fore, a Low German language, closely allied to Frisian, which

is really Continental English.

Old English.

4. Before the fifth century Britain was partially conquered

by a variety of Germanic tribes from the other side of the

German Ocean, the chief of which were the Saxons, the

Angles, and the Jutes.

5. The first settlement is said to have been that of the

Jutes, who took Kent and the Isle of Wight.

6. The Saxons occupied the country south of the Thames ;

except Cornwall, where the Britons still kept their nationality.

Some of the Saxons settled in Sussex
;
some north of the

Thames in Middlesex and Essex
;
the remaining portion of

the tribe being called
' West-Saxons/ whence their state is

called
' Wessex/

7. The rest of England was occupied by the Angles.

Suffolk and Norfolk were included under the name of

'

East-Anglia/ Another tribe of Anglians occupied what

are now the Midland Counties, between the Thames and the

Humber. These were called Mercians, and their country

is called
'

Mercia.' The country north of the Humber was
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occupied by a variety of Anglian tribes included under the

name of Northumbrians. Ancient Northumbria extended

up to the Firth of Forth, and thus included the greater part

of what is now the Lowlands of Scotland.

8. All these tribes spoke the same language with slight

differences of dialect. These differences increased by degrees,

so that already in the 8th century we can distinguish four

main dialects : Northumbrian and Mercian, which together

constitute the Anglian group ;
and West-Saxon and

Kentish, which together constitute the Southern group.

9. All these tribes agreed in calling their common language

English, that is, 'Anglish/ because the Angles were for a

long time the dominant tribe. The supremacy afterwards

passed to the West-Saxons, and their capital, Winchester,

became the capital of England ;
and West-Saxon became the

official and, to a great extent, the literary language all over

England. The West-Saxons still continued to call their

language English, the name 'Anglo-Saxon' being used only

as a collective name for the people, not the language.

CHARACTERISTICS OF OLD ENGLISH.

10. The characteristics of OE are those of the other Low
German languages. It was, as compared with MnE, a highly

inflected language, being in this respect intermediate between

Latin and Modern German. In its syntax it rlns^ly resemhlprl

Modern German. It also resembled Modern German in

having an unlimited power of forming new words by deriva-

tion and composition, as when it made Scribes and Pharisees

into
' bookers and separation-saints

'

(OE boceras and sundor-

halgari).

B 2
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LATIN INFLUENCE.

11. Nevertheless it adopted many Latin words, some of

which it brought with it from the Continent, such as street

'

high road/
'

street/ mil * mile
'

from Latin (via) strata, milia

(passuum) ;
while others were learnt from the Romanized

Britons, such as ceaster
l

city
'

from castra. These are all

popular words. There is another layer of learned words

which came in after the introduction of Christianity in 597,

such as deofol
'

devil/ mynster
'

monastery
'

from diabolus,

monasterium.

SCANDINAVIAN INFLUENCE.

12. Towards the end of the 8th century Scandinavian

pirates chiefly from Norway, but also from Denmark, all

being indiscriminately called 'Danes' by the Anglo-Saxons

began to harass the coasts of England. By the end of the

next century they had conquered and settled East-Anglia (in

870), Mercia (in 874), and Northumbria (in 876); although

in the next century they were forced to acknowledge the

supremacy of the West-Saxon kings. In 1016 the whole

of England was conquered by the Danes, and England was

ruled by Danish kings till 1042, when the Anglo-Saxon royal

line was restored in the person of Edward the Confessor.

13. It is not till the close of the OE period that Scandi-

navian words appear.

FRENCH INFLUENCE.

14. With the accession of Edward the Confessor in 1042

Norman influence begins ;
and in 1066 the battle of Hastings

made the Norman duke William king of England, although

the actual conquest was not completed till 1071.

15. The Normans were Scandinavian by race, but their

language was a dialect of Old French.
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16. The influence of Norman French on OE was of

course even slighter than that of Scandinavian.

Middle English.

17. In its Middle period . English went through much the

same changes as the other Germanic languages, though at a

quicker rate. Many of the sounds were changed, most of

the old inflections were lost, their place being supplied by
form-words prepositions, auxiliary verbs, etc. and many
words became obsolete.

DIALECTS OF MIDDLE ENGLISH.

18. The Norman Conquest, by depriving the old West-

Saxon of its literary and political supremacy, gave free play

to the development of the dialects. Although the ME dialects

are continuations of the OE ones, most of them are called by

different names. The main divisions are Northern, corre-

sponding to the Old Northumbrian, Midland, corresponding

to the Old Mercian, Southern, corresponding to the old

West-Saxon, and Kentish. We include the first two under

the term ' North-Thames English/ the last two under ' South-

Thames English.'

19. Of these dialects the Midland was the predominating

one. Its commanding position in the heart of England
enabled it to exercise a direct influence on all the other

dialects, while Southern and Northern were completely cut

off from one another. Hence even the earliest Southern of

about 1 200 shows considerable influence of the Midland or

Old Mercian dialect.

20. It is to be observed that the changes which distinguish

one period of English from another went on much faster in
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the North of England than in the South. The Northern

dialect in its Early Middle period had got rid of nearly all

the inflections that are not preserved in MnE, being thus

several centuries ahead of the South-Thames dialects. The

Midland dialects were more conservative than the Northern,

though less so than the South-Thames dialects.

STRUGGLE BETWEEN FRENCH AND ENGLISH.

21. For a long time the two languages, French and

English, kept almost entirely apart. The English of 1200

is almost as free from French words as the English of 1050 ;

and it was not till after 1300 that French words began to be

adopted wholesale into English.

22. Meanwhile English was steadily gaining the upper

hand. In 1258 we find it officially employed in the Procla-

mation of Henry III. In the next century French gradually

fell into disuse even among the aristocracy. In 1362 English

was introduced in the courts of law instead of French.

About the same time English took the place of French as

the vehicle of instruction in schools.

RISE OF THE LONDON DIALECT.

23. In the ME period the dialects had diverged so much

that speakers of the extreme Northern and extreme Southern

dialects were no longer able to understand one another, and

the need of a common dialect became pressing. Such a

common dialect can be formed only in a centre of intercourse

where speakers from all parts of the country meet constantly.

Such a centre was London, which now was not only the

capital of England, but also a place of great and growing
commercial importance.

24. The London dialect, as we find it in its earliest
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document, the Proclamation of Henry III, shows such a

mixture of Midland^and Southern forms as we might expect

from its position on the border-line between these two

dialects. The Midland dialect was intermediate between the

two extremes, Northern and Southern, not only geographi-

cally but also linguistically; so that speakers of Midland

could understand both Northern and Southern much better

than Northerners and Southerners could understand one

another. Hence the Midland element in the London dialect

made the latter peculiarly fitted to serve as a means of

general communication. Hence also the Midland element

in the London dialect became stronger and stronger in the

course of the ME period, till at last even Northern forms

passed into it through the medium of the Midland dialect,

while Southern influence became weaker and weaker.

SCANDINAVIAN INFLUENCE.

25. Although the Norwegians and Danes spoke different

dialects, the difference between these dialects was very slight.

The Scandinavian words imported into English seem to be

mostly Danish. Although the Scandinavian dialects were

not intelligible to the Anglo-Saxons, yet the cognate languages

English and Scandinavian were so similar in structure and

had so many words in common, that the languages blended

together with the same facility as the races that spoke them.

English got the upper hand, but Scandinavian nevertheless

left its mark on every English dialect, especially the East-

Midland and Northern dialects, where the population was

half Scandinavian. Ill^fro in 'to and fro/ bound in 'bound

for a place,' are examples of Scandinavian words in English

(Icelandic ill-r 'bad/_/r# 'from/ buinn 'ready').
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FRENCH INFLUENCE.

26. The Norman French introduced into England was

not a uniform dialect, but was itself split up into local

varieties or sub- dialects, which in the Norman spoken in

England the 'Anglo-Norman' or 'Anglo-French' language

were mixed together indiscriminately. The loss of Nor-

mandy in 1204 put an end to the influence of Continental

Norman
;
and henceforth Anglo-French was influenced only

by the literary French of Paris, this Parisian French having

the same predominance among the French dialects as London

English had among the English dialects. At the time when

the influence of Anglo-French on English begins to be

important that is, in the late ME period it was, therefore,

a mixture of Old French of different periods and different

dialects, modified by changes of its own, and also by the

influence of English itself, especially in its pronunciation.

27. French influence on English is most marked in the

vocabulary. Soon after the Conquest English ceased for

several centuries to be the language of the higher purposes

of life, and sank almost to a mere peasant's dialect. So

when English came again into general use, it had lost a

great part of its higher vocabulary, for which it had to use

French words, such as sir, duke; captain, army, battle
\

sermon, preach. Even when the English word was kept, the

same idea was often expressed by a French word, whence

numerous synonyms such as work and labour, weak and

feeble.

LATIN INFLUENCE.

28. In Old French itself we must distinguish between

popular and learned words. The popular words in Old

French, such as sire
'

lord/ from Latin senior
'

older/ are
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simply Latin words which have undergone those changes

which take place in every language whose development is

natural and unimpeded. But as Latin was kept up as an

independent language throughout the Middle Ages, Latin

words were imported into Old French as well as the other

Romance languages, being used first in books, then in

ordinary speech. These learned words were kept as much

as possible unchanged, being pronounced as they were

written. It often happened that a Latin word which had

assumed a popular form in French, was re-imported direct

from Latin, so that chronological doublets were formed, such

as caitif
' wretched

'~ and captif, both from Latin captlvus,

whence the English caitiff &&& captive.

29. These learned Frerjch words were introduced into

ME in great numbers. Hence when Latin words came to

be imported directly into English, they were put into a French

shape on the analogy of those Latin words which had really

been brought in through French. Thus when a word in

-//<?, such as ndmmdh'd, was taken direct from Latin, it was

made into -lion (MnE nomination] on the analogy of the

older importations, such as nation (ME nda'oun).

Modern English.

30. In the Middle period literary English was still dis-

tinctly an inflectional language. In the Modern period it

became mainly uninflectional, with only scanty remains of

the older inflections.

31. The Modern period is that of the complete ascen-

dency of the London dialect, which henceforth is the only
one used in writing throughout England. Henceforth the
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other dialects of England continued to exist only as illiterate

forms of speech confined within narrow areas.

32. The spread of Modern London English or ' Stan-

dard English/ as we may now call it was greatly aided by
the introduction of printing in 1476. The publication of

Tindal's translation of the New Testament in 1525 paved
the way for the Authorized Version of 1611, which made

Early Modern London English what it has ever since been

the sacred or liturgical language of the whole English-speaking

race.

INFLUENCE OF OTHER LANGUAGES.

33. In the Early Modern period, the Renascence the

revival of the study of the classical authors of Greece and

Rome led to the adoption of an immense number of Greek

as well as Latin words, the Greek words being generally

latinized, just as the Latin words imported into Middle

English were frenchified.

34. As the first prose writings were mostly either trans-

lations from Latin, or else the work of scholars to whom
Latin was in some respects a more natural means of ex-

pression than English, it was inevitable that Early MnE

prose was greatly influenced by Latin, not only in vocabu-

lary, but also in grammatical structure and idioms. In a

few generations many Latin and some Greek words and

expressions which were at first purely learned and technical

passed into the language of everyday life; while, on the

other hand, many others became obsolete.

35. As the relations of England with other countries

became more extended, many words were imported into

English from almost every European language, especially

Dutch, French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese, and from
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many other languages besides, such as Arabic, Persian, and

Turkish, and the native languages of America.

36. Standard English has always been influenced by the

different English dialects. The literary revival of Broad

Scotch which is really Modern Northumbrian at the end

of the last century by Scott and Burns has introduced many
Scotch words into literary English.
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PHONETICS.

37. Phonetics is the science of speech-sounds.
38. As the ordinary spelling does not always show the

real pronunciation, it is necessary to use a phonetic spelling,

which, to prevent confusion, we enclose in
( ).

Analysis.

39. The foundation of speech-sounds is breath expelled
from the lungs, and variously modified by the vocal organs

throat, nose, mouth, lips.

40. The first modification the breath undergoes is in the

throat. If the vocal chords, which are stretched across the

inside of the throat, are kept apart so that the air can pass

through with but little hindrance, we have breath, as in

ordinary breathing or sighing, and in the consonant (h), as

in high. If the chords are brought together so as to vibrate,

we have voice, as in murmuring or in the word err.

41. If the passage into the nose is left open, we have

a nasal sound, such as (m) in am. In the formation of all

sounds that are not nasal, such as the (b) in amber, the

nose-passage is closed.

42. If the mouth-passage is narrowed so as to cause
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audible friction that is, a hissing or buzzing sound or if it

is completely stopped, a consonant is produced.

43. If the mouth-passage is left so open as not to cause

audible friction, and voiced breath is sent through it, we have

a vowel. Every alteration in the shape of the mouth

produces a different vowel.

44. Some consonants have hardly any friction when

voiced, and are called vowel-like consonants. Such con-

sonants are
(1),

as in little
(litl),

and (m).

Synthesis.

45. We have now to consider the synthesis of sounds,

that is, the different ways in which they are joined together

in speech.

QUANTITY.

46. By quantity, sounds are distinguished as long and

short. In phonetic notation long vowels are doubled, short

vowels being written single, as in (maams) murmur.

STRESS. *

47. There are three main degrees of stress or loudness :

strong, half-strong or medium, and weak. Thus in

contradict the last syllable is strong, the first half-strong, the

next weak. We mark strong stress by (), half-strong by (:),

these marks being put before the sound on which the stressed

syllable begins, weak or unstressed syllables being left un-

marked : (:kontr9*dikt). Weak stress is marked when

necessary by prefixing (-), as in
(-it reinz)

'
it rains/

48. Sounds which occur "only in unstressed syllables, such

as the short (3) in (maama) murmur, are called weak.
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INTONATION.

49. Intonation or tone is either level, rising, or falling,

marked respectively (", ',

x

).
The level tone is not much used

in speech. The rising tone is heard in questions, such as

what', the falling in answers, such as 0\

GLIDES.

50. Glides are sounds produced during the transition from

one sound to another. Thus in
(kii) key we have the glide

from the (k)-position to the (ii)-position, which does not,

however, require to be written, as it is implied by the position

of (k) and
(ii).

51. Consonants are often joined together without any

glide, as in such combinations as (nd) in hand.

SYLLABLES.

52. A syllable is a vowel, either alone or in combination

with consonants, uttered with a single impulse of stress.

Every fresh impulse of stress makes a new syllable, the be-

ginning of the syllable forming the beginning of the stress,

as in (9*taek) attack. Vowel-like consonants often form syl-

lables in the same way as vowels, as in $#/// =(baet-l).

DIPHTHONGS.

53. If two vowels are uttered with one impulse of stress,

so as to form a single syllable, the combination is called a

diphthong, such as (oi)
in oil. Most diphthongs have the

stress on the first element. A simple long vowel, such as (39),

is called a monophthong.
We now have to consider sounds more in detail.
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Vowels.

54. The shape of the mouth-passage by which vowels

are formed depends partly on the position of the tongue,

partly on that of the lips. If the lip-opening is narrowed

while the tongue is in a certain position, the resulting vowel

is said to be rounded. Thus (y) in French lune is the round

vowel corresponding to the unrounded
(ii),

which is nearly

the sound in English he, both vowels having the same tongue-

position.

55. The tongue-positions depend partly on the degree of

retraction of the tongue, partly on its height or distance

from the palate.

56. If the root of the tongue is drawn back, we have a

back vowel, such as the (aa) in father. If the fore part of

the tongue is advanced, we have a front vowel, such as
(ii).

If the tongue is left in its neutral position, intermediate

between back and front, we have a mixed vowel, such

as (99).

57. If the tongue is raised as close to the palate as is

possible without making the vowel into a consonant, a

high vowel is formed. Thus
(i)

is a high-front vowel, (u),

as in full, a high-back-round vowel. There are two other

degrees of height, mid and low. For convenience we may
include mid and low vowels under the common name
'

un-high
'

vowels, distinguishing them as close and open,

according to the degree of openness of the mouth-passage.
We denote open vowels, when necessary, by italics. French

/ in /// is the mid-front-close vowel, or, more briefly, the front-

close vowel, for when a vowel is not expressly called high,
we assume it to be un-high. English (e)

in men is the corre-

sponding mid-front-open vowel. Very open vowels are called

broad,
(ae)

in man is a broad front vowel. The distinction.
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of close and open applies also to the high vowels. Thus
French

(i) mentis the close high front vowel, English (*')
in

finny is the open high front vowel.

THE VOWELS IN DETAIL.

The following are the most important vowels.

(A) Unrounded vowels.

58. (a) 'clear back': (a-haa) aha!

59. (B) 'dull back' : (sen) son, sun.

60. (9)
' mixed

'

or ' neutral
'

vowel : (maama) murmur.

61.
(i)

'

high front/ Close
(i)

in French fini, the short E.

2, as in Jinny, being always open. Long close
(ii)

is the older

E. sound in such words as see, sea, receive, machine, and this

sound is still preserved in Scotland and the North of England.
In the South of England it is diphthongized into

(**)
followed

by very close
(i),

which is nearly the sound of the consonant

(j) myou, so we write
(sij), etc.

62. (e)
'

front/ French / is close front. The E. vowel

in men is open front
(e). Before (3) with which it forms a

diphthong it is still opener, as in (fez] fare,fair. The long
close front (ee) is still preserved in Scotch in such words as

name, day, where Standard E. has the diphthong (ei).

63. (ae)
' broad front

'

: (maen) man.

(B) Round vowels.

64. (u)
'

high back round/ Close in French sou, the E.

short (u) in full, good being always open. The older close

(uu) in such words as moon, move, you (juu) is still kept in

Scotland and the North of England, but in the South of

England it becomes (#w) with a distinct (w). Weak open

(a), as in value, is the high mixed round vowel, which, when

necessary we write
(ii) (vaeljii).
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65. (o)
' back round/ Close in French beau (bo). Close

(oo) in Scotch no, know, where Standard E. has the diphthong

(0u). The (o) in the diphthong (oi),
as in boy, is the same

open sound. Weak (o), as in October, is the open mixed

vowel, which, when necessary, we write (o) (oktoubo).

66. (D)
' broad back round/ This is the sound of the E.

short vowels in not, what. The long broad vowel is heard in

such words as naught, fall. For convenience we write the

short vowel (o), the long (o) in Standard E. (not, not).

67. (y) 'high front round '= rounded
(i).

French une.

German uber.

68. (ce)
'
front round/ Close in French peu, whose vowel

is a rounded French /. Open in French peur.

Nasal Vowels.

69. If a vowel is formed with the nose-passage open, it is

said to be nasal, which we mark by (). Thus we have

nasal (a, se) in French sang, sans (saw), vin (vsew).

70. The following table will show the relations of the

chief vowels more clearly. Those marked * do not occur

in English:

high back

*A
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Consonants.

71. Consonants admit of a two-fold division (a) by form.

(6) by place.

FORM.

By form there are five classes :

72. (a) Open, in which the passage is narrowed without

stoppage, such as (s).

73. (6) Side, formed by stopping the middle of the pas-

sage and leaving it open at the sides, as in
(1).

74. (c) Stopped, formed by complete closure, such as (p).

75. (d) Nasal consonants are formed with complete

closure of the mouth-passage, the nose-passage being left

open, as in (m).

76. (e) Trills are the result of vibration of the flexible

parts of the mouth. Thus in the trilled Scotch (r)
the point

of the tongue vibrates against the gums, the E. (r)
in red

being an open consonant without any trill.

PLACE.

By place there are also five classes :

77. (a) Back, formed by the root of the tongue, such as

(k, rj)
in king (kin). The back open consonant (x) is the

sound of ch in the Scotch and German loch. The corre-

sponding voice consonant (g) is heard in German sage.

78. (&) Front, formed by the middle of the tongue, such

as the front open voice consonant (j)
in you, which is really

a consonantal
(i).

The corresponding breath consonant (c,)

is heard in German ich and Scotch hue, Hugh (c,uu), which

in Southern E. is pronounced (hjuw).

79. (c) Point, formed by the tip of the tongue. In the
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point-gum consonants, such as E.
(t, d, n, 1)

the point of

the tongue is brought against the gums just behind the teeth
;

in the point-teeth consonants, such as the point-teeth-open

(lp)
in thin, it is brought against the teeth. The voice con-

sonant corresponding to (}>) is
((5)

in then.

80. (d} Blade, formed by the blade of the tongue that

part of it which is immediately behind the point, (s, z) are

open blade consonants. In the blade-point consonants,

such as the blade-point open (J)
in she, the blade position is

modified by raising the point of the tongue. The corre-

sponding voice consonant (5) is heard in measure (1^59).

81. The point and blade consonants are included under

the name of forward consonants.

82. (e) Lip, formed by the lips, such as (p, m). The

lip-open consonant ($) is the sound produced in blowing

out a candle
;

the corresponding voice consonant occurs in

German in such words as quelle (k/3<?b) ; (f, v) are lip-teeth

consonants, (w^), as in why, and (w) are lip-back con-

sonants, formed by narrowing the lip-opening and raising

the back of the tongue at the same time, (w) being a con-

sonantal (u). In Southern E. (w^) is often pronounced (w).

COMPOUND CONSONANTS : ROUNDING, FRONTING.

83. (w/$, w) are really compound consonants, formed in

two places at once. If instead of back-modifying the lip-

open consonant, as in
(w>6), we lip-modify or round the

back-open consonant (x), we get the back-round consonant

(xw) in German auch. Other consonants may be rounded

in the same way, which we express by adding (w); thus

(rwed) is red pronounced with a rounded
(r).

84. When a consonant is modified by raising the front

of the tongue, it is said to be front-modified or fronted,

c 2
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which we express by adding (j). Thus the lip-open front-

modified consonant is the sound in French huit
(/3/it) ;

it is

almost a consonantal (y).

THE ASPIRATE.

85. The aspirate (h) is partly an open throat consonant,

partly a breath vowel-glide. Thus (h) in hook is mainly

formed by unvoicing the beginning of the (u), almost as if

we were to write the word (w^uk).

86. The following is a table of the chief consonants.

Those marked * do not occur in E.
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a pause it is dropped, leaving only the preceding (9), as in

here she is, he is here (hia Jij iz, hij z his). This (9) is ab-

sorbed by a preceding (99, aa), as in err, erring, far, far

away (99, 99rirj, faa, faar 9wei). After (o) the (9) is kept

finally, but dropped before the (r), as in pour, pouring (po9,

porirj), being also dropped before a consonant in the same

word, as in poured (pod).

LAWS OF SOUND-CHANGE.

89. Sound-changes fall under two main classes internal

and external.

90. Internal changes are either organic or acoustic.

Organic changes are due to the natural tendencies of the

organs of speech, as in the change of OE stdn into MnE
stone through the natural tendency to pronounce a back

vowel without opening the mouth fully, and so to round it.

91. Acoustic changes are the result of the impressions

which sounds make on the ear, as when one sound is sub-

stituted for another because of their likeness to the ear : thus

children often make through (f>ruw) into (fruw), and point

(r) is changed into back (g) in French and other languages.

These are imitative changes.

92. External changes are those which are independent

of organic and acoustic tendencies. Thus the change of

spake into spoke in MnE is not the result of any tendency to

change a into o in MnE, but of the influence of the preterite

participle spoken.

93. Internal changes are further distinguished as isolative

and combinative. Isolative changes, such as that of OE a
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into MnE 0, affect a sound without regard to its surround-

ings, while in combinative changes one sound is modified

by another one close to it, as in the change of ME (au) in

saw into MnE (soo) through (sou) or (sou). Here we have

two distinct combinative changes : first the rounding of the

(a) by the influence of the following (u), and then the lower-

ing of the high (u) till it is merged into the (o). We see that

the influence of one sound on another is either backwards,

as in the change of (au) into (ou), or forwards, as in the

change of (ou) into (oo).

94. All combinative changes are, besides, either conver-

gent or divergent. Convergent changes, as of (au) into

(ou) are organic, being due to the tendency to save trouble

by making the passage from one sound to another as short

and easy as possible.

95. Complete convergence or assimilation in diph-

thongs makes them into monophthongs, as when (ou) be-

comes (oo), and in this case is called smoothing.

96. Divergent changes are often partly acoustic, being-

due to the striving for distinctness, as when the half diph-

thong (ou) in no is made into full (au) in Cockney E. But

cleaving, by which a long vowel is made into a diphthong,

is an isolative organic change ;
it consists generally in form-

ing the first half of the vowel with greater openness

either of the mouth- or the lip-passage than the second.

We see the beginning of cleaving in the E. change of
(ii, uu)

into
(ij, uw), which by divergence could easily become (ei,

ou) or (ai, ou) and then (ai, au).
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SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION.

Old English.

97. The Anglo-Saxons brought with them to Britain their

national Runic alphabet. On their conversion to Christianity

they adopted the Latin alphabet, to which they added the

Runic letter \>=th.

98. Old-English spelling was phonetic : the OE scribes

wrote as they spoke. Thus there were no '
silent

'

letters

in OE spelling, ic cnawe '

I know/ for instance, being pro-

nounced (ic knaawe) with a distinct (k) and a close (e). But

it was defective in various ways. Thus one letter was often

used to denote more than one sound. Hence it is convenient

to supplement these defective distinctions by adding dia-

critics, which gives the following new letters /, g, c, g,

together with a etc., where the
"
shows that the vowel is

long.

99. When the Anglo-Saxons adopted the Latin alphabet

they naturally used each Latin letter to denote the English
sound nearest to that which the letter had in the Latin pro-

nunciation of that time. The result was that the vowel-

letters, as a general rule, had much the same sounds as they

still have in Italian and most of the Continental languages.
Thus mann ' man '

must be pronounced like the German

mann, the sound of English man being represented in OE
by <z, as in feet

'

vessel/ whence our word vat with exactly

the same vowel-sound. Note also that y kept its Latin

sound that of French u as in^yr=(fyyr) 'fire/ e and o

had both close and open sounds, which latter we write /, g.

t, z, u, u, e, o were always close, being pronounced exactly

as in our phonetic notation. The diphthongs ea, ea> eo, eo,
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io had the stress on the first element, the first two being

pronounced ('sea, "aesea). ze, u were also originally diph-

thongs, but in West-Saxon they had the sound of open (*'),

as in hieran (hzVran)
'

hear/ distinct from wir (wiir)
' wire/

100. Double consonants were pronounced really double

or long, as in Italian. Thus the nn in sunne was pronounced

as in pen-knife (pennaif).

101. c had two pronunciations, one back= (k), as in

cyning (kynirjg)
'

king,' the other front which we write c

=
(c), resembling the MnE ch into which it passed in most

words, as in cirice 'church/ sc always = A*, as in scamu
' shame/

102. In the same way we distinguish between back g and

front g, each of which, however, represents a stop and an

open consonant (g, q; g, j). They generally had their

open sounds when not initial, as in dagos
'

days,' folgt'an 'fol-

low/ dceg
'

day/ sggej?
'

says/ But they were stops in the

combinations ng (rjg) ng (nq), as in singan
'

sing/ sgngan
'

singe/ literally
* make to sing/ and when doubled, double

gg being written eg for the sake of distinction, as mfrogga
'

frog/ brycg
l

bridge/ It may be observed that the stopped

g closely resembles in sound the MnE (dg), into which it

passed in most words. Initial g, g seem to have been ori-

ginally stops (g, q) but initial g was also pronounced (j),

as in geard
c

yard, court/

103. The combinations hi, hn, hr, hw represented the

voiceless sounds (1^) etc., as in hlud 'loud/ hring 'ring,
7

hwit '

white/ the sound of hw being still preserved in E.

Non-initial h had the sound (x), as in purh 'through/ to-

gether with that of (g), especially in connection with front

vowels, as in gesihp
'

sight/

104. f, s, p had the voice sounds (v, z, ft)
between vowels
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and other vowels or vowellike consonants, as in drifan
'

drive/

freosan
'

freeze/ eorfre
'
earth/

Middle English.

105. In the ME period the French orthography was in-

troduced Norman at first, but afterwards Parisian.

106. The Old French spelling was, like the QE, phonetic.

But by the time Old French came to be written down in the

Roman alphabet, the Old Latin pronunciation had been

greatly changed.

Thus y had become
(i),

so that this sound could be

written indifferently i or^, the latter being often preferred

because i was written without a dot whence in was liable to

be confused with m and so on. This usage was introduced

into England, whence such ME spellings as wyf, many= OE
wif

f

woman/ manig
'

many/
107. Latin o in Old French often passed into a sound

between close (o) and (u), which was accordingly written

sometimes
,
sometimes o. We denote this o = (u) by o.

This was also introduced in ME, as in sonne '

sun/ sone

1 son '= OE sunne, sunu.

108. In Late Parisian French the diphthong ou was

smoothed into (uu), as in douz (duuts)
' sweet '= Modern

French douce (dus), and so ou was introduced into Late ME
to express long u, as in hous (huus)= OE hus.

109. Latin u was fronted to (yy) in Old French, and as

there was no longer any symbol at hand for the new sound,

the old one was kept, as in lune (lyyna)
' moon '

from Latin

luna. This u as we write it for the sake of distinction

was introduced into ME, and was written not_jonly in im-

ported French words, such as nature '

nature/ but also in
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native words, such as siinne
'

sin
'

from OE synn, which was

thus confounded in writing with sunne l
sun.'

110. In Late Latin e was written instead of ae, as in

celum for caelum '

heaven/ which usage passed into Old

French, and from thence into ME orthography, in .which

e, ee, o, oo were used to express (ee, oo) as well as (ee, oo).

We write the open ME sounds /, g, so as to distinguish the

vowels in djd
'

dead/ sign
'

stone
'

from those in ded '

deed/

mone ' moon.'

111. In French, Latin ^ = (k) became (s) before front

vowels, as in del 'heaven.' In ME this 'soft c' was kept

in words of French origin, such as face; and to prevent

confusion, the OE c was written k before front vowels, in

imitation of Old French usage, as in king, c being kept

as in Old French before back vowels and consonants,

as in comen '

come/ cljne
'

pure
'= OE cuman, clcene.

112. In some cases Old French made Latin c into (tj),

written ch. This digraph was used in ME not only in

words of French origin, such as chief (from Latin caput
' head

'),
but also to express the ME development of OE c,

as in chirche, chilrche from OE cirice, cyrice.

113. The OE cw was expressed in ME by the Latin and

French gu }
as in quene

'

queen
'

from OE cwen. In Parisian

French (kw, gw) afterwards dropped their (w), and so qu,

gu came to be regarded as the symbols of 'hard' (k, g),

as in qm\ langue (ki, la^rjg) from Latin qui, lingua. Hence

such English spellings as tongue OE tungel

114. In Old French, Latinj ( j) together with g (especially

before front vowels) developed into (65), as mjomdre, gentil

(whence English join, gentle] from Latin jungere, gentilis.

As this soft French g had nearly the same sound as ,the

ME development of OE stopped g, the OE sgngan, brycg
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were written sengen, brigge in ME, this gg being afterwards

written dg, as in the present English bridge, to distinguish

it from the gg in beggar.

115. The later ME use ofy as a consonant, as in yong
1

young
'= OE geong, is also French.

116. Latin z kept its sound (dz) in early Old French, being

also used to express (ts).
The former sound was made into

(z), and was then introduced into ME, where it was some-

times used to express the OE voiced s, as in wezele
( weasel

'

=OE weosole.

117. Latin z>=(w) became (v) in Old French, and so was

used in ME to express the OE voiced/^ as in alive from OE
on life

'

in life.'

118. As (w) after a vowel hardly differs in sound from (u),

such words as OE sndw were in ME written both sngu and

sngw, and the latter spelling was then extended to ou=tiu, as

in how from OE hit.

119. In ME the Latin and Old French th gradually sup-

planted the OE p, which was confused in writing with other

letters, especially jy, whence the old-fashioned contraction ye
=ME>, the.

Modern English.

120. In Early MnE weak e was generally dropped always

when final as in (naam, fal, st00nz)=ME name, falle(ri),

stgnes. At the same time double consonants between vowels

were shortened, as in
(Jilirj, fubr, sitirj)

=ME shilling, fuller,

sittinge. But as the doubling served to show that the pre-

ceding vowel was short, the ME spellings were retained, and

the doubling was extended to words which in ME had a

single consonant, as in penny, herring, copper= ME peni,

hering, coper. Final e being now silent was often omitted in
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writing, so that such words as ME belle were written bell

with a final double consonant, which led to a frequent

doubling of final ME consonants to show shortness of the

preceding vowel, as in all, small, glass=ME al, smal, glas.

But this doubling was not carried out uniformly. So as the

dropping of final e in such words as hate (haat), hope (h00p)=
ME hatien, hgpien would have led to confusion with such

words as hat, hop, final e was kept in them, and came at last

to be regarded as a mark of the length of the preceding

vowel; and accordingly was added to many words which

had no final e in ME, as in wine, stone M.^ wm, stgn, OE
win, stdn.

121. As ME e and /, o and g diverged more and more in

sound in MnE, they were distinguished by restricting the

spellings ee, oo to the close sounds, and also, in many words,

by writing the open sounds ea, oa : see, moon = ME sen

(infinitive), mone, OE seon, mono.
; sea, boat=ME sj, bgt, OE

s<z, bat. But the last sound was also expressed by single o,

as in stone from OE stdn, while single e was often used for

the close sound, as in complete.

122. In early MnE the spelling was still quite unsettled,

but after a time it was found more convenient to keep one

spelling for each word, even when there were differences of

pronunciation ; and as the number of books increased, the

fixed orthography adopted by the printers became more and

more general, until at last English spelling became entirely

traditional and unphonetic, through failing to keep paee with

the changes in pronunciation. Thus we still keep the ME
spelling knight= (knigt) although we pronounce the word

(nait). So also with such spellings as rite, right, wright.

123. Such spellings, though unphonetic now, were not

originally so. We got our first intentionally unphonetic
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spellings from France, where, towards the close of the Old

French period, etymological spellings were introduced.

Thus dete, dette was made into delte by the influence of its

Latin original delitum. This latinizing sometimes led to

etymologically incorrect spellings, as when autour (Modern
French auteur) was made into authour.

124. These spellings were soon introduced into MnE,
where some of them by degrees corrupted the pronunciation,

as in the case of author.

OLD ENGLISH SOUNDS.

Stress.

125. In OE the general principle of word-stress is to put

the strong stress on the first syllable of a word, as in -fiscere
'

fisher/ -misdad '

misdeed,' 'cwicseolfor
'

quicksilver/ literally
'

living silver/ But there are some exceptions :

126. Such combinations as the adverbs ofdune 'down/

literally
'

off-the-hill/ td'dceg
'

today/ were originally indepen-
dent word-groups, which kept the original stress.

127. Adverbs of full and distinct meaning took strong
stress when followed by a verb, as in 'inn :gdn

'

go in/ 'bl

:standan ' stand by/
'

help/ But if the verb precedes, it takes

the principal stress : he 'code :inn
' he went in/ he 'stod him bi

< he helped him/ When these particles precede their verbs,

they are felt to form compounds with them, so that we may
write these groups as single words inngdn^ bistandan. But

as these particles are, as we see, liable to be separated from

their verbs in other constructions, we call them separable

particles.
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128. But if these particles are compounded with nouns or

adjectives instead of verbs, they cannot be shifted, as in

'inngang
'

going in/
'

entrance/ bispell
'

by-tale/
'

parable.'

129. In OE there is also a class of inseparable particles,

such asfor- mforgiefan
'

forgive/- be- in he'sgttan
'

beset/

130. While abstract nouns compounded with inseparable

particles throw the stress on to the particle in the usual way,

as in 'forwyrd
'

destruction/ parallel to inngang, the corre-

sponding verbs take the stress on the verb itself, as in for-

weorpan
'

perish/ forgiefan. This shifting of stress is often

accompanied by phonetic weakening of the particle j thus to

the strong form of the prefix in 'bigang
'

going round/
'

cul-

tivation/ corresponds the weak be- in began
'

go round/
{

cultivate/ besgttan.

Quantity.

131. Long vowels in weak syllables were shortened in OE,
as in began (130).

132. On the other hand, short final strong vowels were

lengthened, as in hwa 'who// 'thou'= Germanic hwa, }>u.

Hence the short vowel of the unstressed article se in -se mann
'
the man '

is lengthened when the word is used in the sense

of '

he/ as in -se -}>e
' he who/

133. In Anglian, short vowels were lengthened before

vowel-like consonants followed by another consonant
1

group-lengthening
'

as in aid 'old/ Igng 'long/ blind

'blind/ dumb ' dumb'= Early West-Saxon eald, Igng, lang,

blind, dumb.

Vowels.

134. a (9), 83, ea. These vowels all correspond to

Germanic a. Germanic a was kept only before nasals, as in

mann, lang. Everywhere else it was fronted to ce, as in <zcer
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Before '

group r and // that is, before r and /

followed by a consonant, and before strong h, an a was

developed, as in heard, eald '

old/ ge'seah
i saw

'

;
also before

x, as in weaxan 'grow/ because a: originally =(xs). Before

a back vowel in the next syllable a became the back vowel

fl, as in dagas
'

days/ compared with dag
'

day/ In Anglian

a before nasals became o as also often in Early West-Saxon

and ce before group / became a, so that the Anglian forms

are mgnn, Igng (133); heard', all, aid.

135. i, e, eo. In OE, Germanic e before nasals became

z',
whence OE bindan '

bind/ niman *

take/ compared with

helpan
'

help/ stelan '
steal/ In OE e before group r became

eo much in the same way as ce became ea (134), as in steorra

1

star/ eorpe. e, i became eo, io before a back vowel in the

next syllable, as in heofon 'heaven/ diopian
'

call,'= he/on,

clipian.

136. u, o. In OE, Germanic o became u before nasals,

whence OE gebunden
'

bound/ genumen
'

taken/ compared

\t\ti\geholpen
'

helped/ gestolen 'stolen/

137. The Germanic vowel ce is preserved in West-Saxon,
as in far

'

danger/ cefen
'

evening/ being narrowed to e in

Anglian and Kentish fer, efen.

MUTATION.

138. Mutation is the influence exercised by a vowel on

the vowel of a preceding syllable, by which the first vowel

is modified in the direction of the second one. But the

most important mutations in OE are the front mutations,

caused by Germanic i andy, which after they had caused the

mutation were generally lost or modified in OE :

a (se) . . . f . faran
'

go/
'

travel/ fgrian
'

convey '; mann
'

man/ mgnn
' men/
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a ... se. hdl '

whole,'
'

sound/ Mian '
heal

'

;
an '

one/

anig
'

any/ This mutation remains in the non-West-Saxon

dialects, which change Germanic a into e. For convenience

we will in future distinguish the West-Saxon Germanic & by

writing it <z, as in a/en contrasted with h&lan. Mutated

Germanic ce remains unchanged in West-Saxon, as in Idee
1

physician/ deed
'

deed/ and becomes e in the other dialects :

lece, ded.

ea, eo . . . ie. eald '

old/ ieldra
' older

'

;
heord '

herd/

hierde
'

shepherd/ In Late West-Saxon this ie becomes y
or i : yldra, hyrde. In Anglian the one ie appears as /, the

other as i\ gldra, hirde.

ea, eo . . . ie. geleafa
'

belief/ gelufan
'

believe/ eaca

'increase' (noun), eac 'also,'' ucan 'to increase'; geseon 'see/

gesiene
'
visible/ Ie in Late West-Saxon becomes y, I : lean,

gesyne. In the other dialects it becomes e : gelefan, gesene.

n, o . . . y. full
'

full/ gefyllan
'
to fill/ cyning

'

king
'

;

gold
'

gold/ gylden
'

golden/ y in Late Kentish becomes e, as

in gefellan.

u . . . y. r/ '

known/ cypan
'

proclaim/ mm '

mouse,'

mys
' mice/ y becomes e in Late Kentish, as in mes.

6 . . . e. /5da
'

food,' Jedan 'feed//J/
'

foot/ fit
'

feet/

CONSONANT INFLUENCE.

139. In West-Saxon the front glide between c, g and a

following vowel often developed into a full e forming a diph-

thong with the vowel.

140. cse-, gse- passed into cea-, gea-, as in sceal
'

shall/

^<z/"
'

gave
'

[compare cwap
'

said']
= non-West-Saxon seal,

g(zf. This ea was mutated into *i? in West-Saxon in such

words as the noun ciele
'
chill

'

compared with calan ' be cold/

giest
'

stranger
' = non-West-Saxon cgle, ggst.
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141. cae-, g&- became cea-, gea-, as in sceap
(

sheep/ geafon
'

they gave
'

[compare cwcedon '

they said
']
= non-West-Saxon

seep, gefon.

142. ce-, ge- became tie-, gte- y
as in stield

'

shield/ giefan
1

give
'

[compare cwepan\ = non-West-Saxon sceld, sceld,

gefan.

143. Through similar changes g followed by a diphthong

in West-Saxon often corresponds to Germanic /, which in

OE seems to have been made into the stop consonant (q), as

in gear
'

year
'

Anglian ger, geoc
'

yoke/ geong
'

young/
144. In Anglian, the back consonants c, h, g smooth a

preceding diphthong, ea became &
t

as in gesceh = non-

Anglian geseah. eo became e, as in fehfan
'

fight' = West-

Saxon feohtan. ea, eo became e, as in ege 'eye/ heh 'high/

flegan 'to fly
'= West-Saxon eage, heah^fleogan.

145. w often changes a following eo into o or u
y especially

in Late OE, as in sweord, sword, swurd * sword/

Consonants.

146. In OE h between vowels or between vowel-like con-

sonants and vowels was dropped, often with vowel-lengthen-

ing, as in Wealh (

foreigner/
'

Welshman/ plur. Wealas, Wealas,

Wielisc '

Welsh/ geseon
'

see
'

from geseohan [compare geseah
' saw

'].

147. Open g, g became h before a breath consonant, as in

byht 'bending
'

[bugan
' bend

'].

148. Final open g was also unvoiced in Late West-Saxon,
as in troh

'

trough/ genoh 'enough/ burh= earlier frog, genogy

burg.

149. r is often transposed, as in iernan 'run' the original

form being preserved in gerinnan
' run together/

'

coagulate
'

D
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especially in Late Northumbrian, as in pirda
'
third

'=
West-Saxon pridda [compare }>reo

' three
'].

150. r in some words does not correspond to Germanic r

but to a Germanic weak form of s, as in wczron ' were
'

compared with wees '

was/ gecoren 'chosen/ So also^" and d

often represent Germanic weakenings of h andp respectively,

as in cwcedon 'they said' compared with cwefian, slcpgen
1 struck

*

compared with slean [from sleahan\
'

strike.'

151. Double consonants in OE often represent a Germanic

single consonant +/, as in sgllan
'

give
'

from *saljan, the

single consonant appearing in such forms as sglefr
' he gives/

pointing to *satij?, etc. Germanic kj\ gj^fj appear in OE
respectively as cc, eg and bb, as in wrgcca

' one exiled,' Igcgan
'

lay,' hgbban
'
raise

'

compared with wracu '
state of exile,'

lag 'he lay,' ha/en 'raised.' Germanic rj, on the other hand,

appears as rim OE, as infgrian 'carry' [faran 'go'].

Gradation.

152. By gradation we understand certain traditional con-

nections between the vowels which enable us to classify them

under the following gradation-series :

a ... so. faran
'

proceed/ for
(

proceeded
'

', for 'journey,'

gefera
'

companion.'

e (i, eo) . . . a (& 9 ea) . . . u (o). windan 'wind,' wand
' he wound,' wundon '

they wound '

; wgndan
(
turn.' beran

'

carry,' beer, geboren
'

carried,' byr-pen
' burden/ beorgan

'

protect
'

; burg
'

fortress,'
'

city/

a (se, ea) . . . . beer
' he carried,' b&ron '

they carried
'

;

bar '
bier/ sprac

' he spoke
'

; spr&c
'

speech/

i ... a ... i. writan 'write,' wrat 'he wrote,' writon 'they

wrote'; gewrit 'writing' (noun), belifan 'remain'; Idf
1

residue,'
'

remains,' whence by mutation l&fan
'
leave/
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eo (u) . . . ea . . . u (o). forleosan
'

lose'; leas 'devoid

of/ d-liesan
'

release
'

; losian
' be lost/

'

perish.' bugan
'

bend,'
' bow '

; beag
'

ring
'

; boga
' bow '

(noun), byhi
1

bending/

MIDDLE ENGLISH SOUNDS.

Stress.

153. In ME the noun- and adjective-prefixes al-, mi's-, un-

throw the stress forward, as in almihti, mis'ded, uwcufi
' un-

known '=OE "(zlmihtig, -misdeed, -uncup.

154. In Old French the stress generally fell on the same

syllable as in Latin, as in na-ture= Latin nd'turam. Through
the dropping of final Latin syllables many French words

thus came to have the stress on the last syllable, as in o'nour

=ho'norem, pi'tepie'tatem. When first introduced into ME,
French words kept their original stress : nature, o-nur, pvte;

but such words afterwards threw the stress back on to the

first syllable by the analogy of native E. words such as 'fader,

'bodi, becoming -nature, etc.

155. In longer French words, where it would have been

inconvenient to throw the stress back to the first syllable, it

was drawn back from the end to the middle of the word, as

in sove-reynete, con-dicioun (k0n'disiuun) and the other words

in -ioun=. Latin -ionem.

156. Many words of French origin compounded with

particles, such as a'vow (a'vuu), defense, dis'jse (dis-^za), kept
their original stress by the analogy of native words such as

a'risen, be'cumen.

D 2
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Quantity.

157. The first quantity-change that took place in ME
was the lengthening of OE short consonants after a short

strong vowel, so that OE in
'
in

'

and inn '

dwelling
'

were

both written in. . But double consonants before vowels were

kept in ME in pronunciation as well as spelling, so that, for

instance, sunne 'sun'=OE sunne was kept distinct from sune

'son '=OE sunu.

158. The OE group-lengthenings were kept up in ME, as

in gld, Igng, blind, dumb, doum&=O\d Anglian aid, Igng, blind,

dumb. Otherwise OE long vowels were generally shortened

before two consonants, as in wisdom, kepte 'kept'^OE
wisdom, cepte.

In Transition ME the long vowels before ng and mb were

shortened, whence MnE long,young (j^rj),
dumb.

159. In Late ME short vowels before a consonant + vowel

were lengthened, as in name, mjte 'meat/ brgken
' broken

'=
OE nama, mgte, gebrocen. But the high vowels i, u were

never lengthened, as in writen '

written/ sune=Q~E gewriten,

sunu.

160. Vowels were not lengthened in final strong syllables,

as inyaf
'

gave/ God OE geaf, God, because the final con-

sonants had already been lengthened (157).

161. Short vowels are often preserved before an i or a

vowellike consonant in the next syllable, as in mam, hamer,

sadel, troden, long vowels being sometimes shortened under

these circumstances, as in lafier=QY, leapor.

Vowels.

162. In ME the OE weak vowels are generally levelled

under e, especially when final: ME name, sune=OE nama,
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sunu. There was a tendency to drop weak e altogether

after another weak syllable, as in ladi 'lady' from OE
hlcefdige.

163. Many words which in OE end in a consonant, take

final e in ME, which they get from the OE inflected forms
;

thus ME quene
'

queen
' comes not from the OE nom. sing.

cwen, but from the ace. sing, cwene, plur. nom. cwena, etc.

Other examples are sinne '

sin,' dale '

valley,' bede
'

prayer
'

=OE synn, dcel, gebed, plurals synna, dalu, gebedu. Such

forms as narwe 'narrow/ yelwe
'

yellow
'=OE nearu, geolu,

plurals nearwe, geolwe arose in the same way.

164. a. In the strong vowels the most marked and earliest

change is the smoothing of the OE diphthongs, shown in

Late ME hard, slerre
'

star/ brjjd
'

bread/ dep
'

deep
'=OE

heard, steorra, bread, deop.

165. In Early ME ea became
(ae),

and then, together with

old ^,=OE heard, was, was broadened to (a), as in hard,

was. OE a was kept throughout in such words as man,

faren. ME a in such words as al, half, comes from Anglian

all, half, not from West-Saxon eall, healf.

166. i, ii. In North-Thames E. i corresponds not only to

OE i, but also to OE y, as in sinne. But (y) was still pre-

served in the Southern dialect, as in sunne, being represented

by e in Middle, as well as Old Kentish, as in senne. The

London dialect generally has z'=OE y, but some words have

the Southern, and a few the Kentish forms: sinne, bust,

kernel=OE synn, byslg
'

occupied/ cyrnel
'

kernel.' In some

words (y) was broadened to (u), especially after lip-con-

sonants, as in worien '

worry/ moche ' much '=OE wyrgan,

mycel, micel.

167. e. OE close (e) became open (e)
in Early ME, so

that OE e and / were levelled under the latter sound, which
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we write simply e in ME, as in helpen, den, rest, mefe=Q~E

helpan, etan
; rgst, m^te. OE eo also became open e in Late

ME, as in erpe^ hevene. All these ^s are liable to be lengthened

in Late ME (159), as in glen, mjte.

168. u. OE u was kept unchanged in ME, as in sum.

169. o. OE close o became open in Early ME, as mfolk,
bodien

'

proclaim
'= QSLfolc, bodian, being liable to lengthen-

ing in Late ME, as in bgdien.

170. The OE long vowels z, e, ^, u, o were generally pre-

served unchanged in ME, e, a being also the representatives

of OE eo, ea respectively (164) : win, kene 'bold/ dep, sj
'

sea/

hjved
'

head/ Ms, hous, god
'

good
'=OE wm, cene, deop, see,

heafod, hus, god. So also ME/mden,feId
'

field/ hund,
'

dog/
word ' word '= Anglian fmdan, feld, hund, word (133). I is

sometimes the result of raising Anglian e before open g (which

was then lost) and front h, as in 1e 'eye/ hlh '

high '= Old

Anglian ege, heh. So also open g was absorbed by a pre-

ceding u or u, as mfuel 'bird/ buen later bowen *bend'=OE
fugol, bugan. It is to be observed that ME e represents not

only the common OE e in cene, but also the Anglian e=
West-Saxon d and z>, as in even

'

evening/ dede '

deed/ heren

'hear/ isene
' seen '= West-Saxon dfen, deed, hieran, gesiene.

But/=^ is frequent before and after r, as in drgden
'

dread/

wjren
' were'= West-Saxon on'dr&dan, wceron.

171. In South-Thames E. ce and ce. when shortened pass

through & into a, while in Northern not only Anglian e=(E

but also a shorten to e, Midland generally showing the same

tendency. Hence such words as OE hl&fdige
'

lady/ ladde
'

led/ n&ddre '

serpent
'

appear in Southern as lavedi, ladi,

ladde, naddre, in Northern as ledi, ledde, neddre.

172. OE a remained unchanged in the Northern dialect,
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as in ga 'go/ j/<z7z=OE gdn, stan\ elsewhere it became g:

gg, sign, Igng. French words, such as dame, kept their a.

173. OE y became i in North-Thames E., as also in the

London dialect, but was preserved in the Southern dialect,

as mfiir
'

fire
'=OE fyr, which also preserved Late West-

Saxony= older ie> as in hiiren 'hear/ briisen
' bruise '= Early

West-Saxon hleran, briesan. Kentish kept its e, as in mes

'mice/ u was brought into London E. in French words

containing u, ui, as in diic, cure, fruit, Jrut] when final or

before a vowel it became eu, as is shown by such spellings as

vertew, crewel=vertu, cruel.

174. Most of the ME diphthongs are the result of the

weakening of OE w and open g and g after vowels, w and

open g becoming u, as in dgut dew, drauen=O^E deaw, dragan,

open g becoming i, as in wet '

way
'=OE weg. The glide

between a back vowel and a following h developed into

diphthongic u, which was sometimes written, sometimes not,

as in broghte, broughte
'

brought
'=OE brohte. The following

are the ME diphthongs :

ai=OE (Eg, as in dat\ saide
c

said'=OE dag, scrgde.

ei=OE eg, eg, as in wei, hide (

laid'=OE weg, Iggde.

ei=OE eg, as in hei '

hay
J=OE heg, grei= Anglian greg,

West-Saxon gr&g. But OE eg generally becomes z in ME

fi=OE ceg, as in kjte
'

key
'=

cceg.

oi occurs only in French words, such as/0/V, vois.

au=OE ag, as in drauen. In such words as laughter from

Scandinavian hlahtr it is the result of glide-development. In

words of French origin au corresponds sometimes to Old

French au, as in cause, sometimes to Old French nasal a

before a nasal consonant, as in chaumbre, servaunf=Q\d

French chambre (tjaawmbra), etc., the spellings chambre, etc.
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without u occurring also in ME, where the pronunciation

varied between pure (aaw) and (au), which was an E. imitation

of the former.

eu=OE ew, eow, as in newe 'new'= Old Anglian neowe,

West-Saxon nlwe. French U had this sound in certain cases

(173).

u=OE csw, eaw, as in dju.

011=OE ow, og, as in tow, boweQE tow, boga.

6u=OE ow, as in stou 'place/ blowen ' bloom
'=OE

stow, blowan. In Early ME this diphthong also results from

the development of a glide before h, as in inouh also written

indh 'enough/ from Q~E genoh, earlier genog (148); this ou

becomes uu in late ME : ynough (rnuux).

911=OE aw, ag, as in bljjwen 'blow' (wind), gwen 'own'

=OE dlawan, dgen.

Consonants.

175. In Old French h was silent in most words of Latin

origin, the silent French h being sometimes written in ME,
sometimes not, but never pronounced, as in onur, honour,

hour, horrible.

176. OE hr-, hi-, hn- became voiced in ME, as in ring,

lud, note
;
hw- was kept, being written wh, as in what.

177. The hisses were voiced initially in all native words

in South-Thames E., as shown by such spellings as volk,

zingen, but not in French words, such %& fjste 'feast/ sauf
'

safe/ because this change had been carried out before the

introduction of French words. Southern v was introduced

into the London dialect in a few words, such as z/0/=OE

fat 'vessel.'

178. OE c and stopped^- developed into the compound
consonants (eg, qj) that is, nearly into their MnE sounds

(tj, d5) as in child, sengen, OE cc, eg being written cch,
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gg=(cc$, qqj), as in wrecche, seggen
c

say'=OE wrgcca,

sgcgan.

179. Open OE g was rounded into (%w), which passed

into (w) and then (u) (174). w=OE g was kept after a con-

sonant, as mfolwen
l follow

'=GEfolgian.

180. Strong h was rounded into (xw) in the same way,

as shown by its influence on preceding vowels (174). As

final h in ME often corresponded to medial w in such pairs

as indh sing., inowe plur.=Late OE genoh, genoge, OE final

h was changed by this analogy into w when an e was added

as was frequently the case (163) : thus MEfurzve
f

furrow/

holwe ' hollow '=Q~furh, holh. When final e was dropped
at the end of the ME period, a resulting final w was changed
to u : folu, holu.

181. Open g was generally weakened to i after consonants

as well as in diphthongs : burien '

bury
'=OE byrgan.

182. Final OE front h was voiced in ME when a vowel

was added; thus hih 'high' has pi. Az^e, hie (170), from

which a new uninflected form hi was formed.

183. In OE the Anglian dialects seem to have changed
medial c, g to c, g before a back vowel, as in Anglian secan

West-Saxon secan. Hence in ME we often find North-

Thames k, as in seke, corresponding to South-Thames ch, as

in seche, MnE having the Northern form in seek, the Southern

in beseech. So also MnE cold, gall point to Anglian cold,

galle, chalk to Southern cealc.

184. Scandinavian words keep their (k) and (g), as in

ketel
'

kettle/ gerp
<

girth/ The Northern forms mikel '

great/

give, etc.,= Southern muchel, yiven, may also be due to Scan-

dinavian influence.

185. In some cases the fluctuation between the two

classes of consonants is due to change of vowel in inflection.
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Thus the Standard ME gate 'gate' points to the OE pi.

gatu, the Northern yate to the sing. (Anglian) gcet. So also

&egmnen=Q~E beginnan owes its g to the pret. and past

partic. begann, begunnen.

186. ng kept its (g) not only in such words as finger,

English, but also in sing, singer, etc.

187. sc passed through (sj)
into

(J),
written sch, ssh, sh, as

in short, fisk= Q~E scort, fisc. Scandinavian sk was kept

before all vowels, as in ski= Icelandic sky 'cloud/

188. The combinations Ir, nr, ml became Idr, ndr, mil in

ME, as in alder (the tree), fiunder from OE aler genitive alre,

frunor genitive frunres.

189. Several of the consonants were liable to be dropped

in weak syllables. Thus to the strong ich
'
I

'=OE ic there

corresponded a weak z, which in Late ME almost supplanted-*

the strong ich. Weak final n was frequently dropped, as in

game, binde infin., ibunde past partic.
=OE gamen, bindan,

gebunden. So also the dropping of / in muche-=.OlL micel,

jch=GE ale 'each/ of the w and / in such=OE swelc,

seems to have begun in weak (unstressed) forms of these

words.
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MODERN ENGLISH SOUNDS.

Vowels.

190. The most convenient way of dealing with the MnE
vowels is to take each Late ME vowel separately, and trace

its history down to the present time, making a threefold

division of the period into First MnE (1500-1600 or later),

Second MnE (1600-1700), and Third MnE (1700-).

191. a was gradually advanced to
(ae). Before / not

followed by a vowel it became (au), as in fall, calm (faul,

kaulm). (a) was also kept after (w, wh), as in was, what,

where it was rounded in Second MnE, whence the present

(woz, whot). In Second MnE (ae) was lengthened before

(s, J?)
and in some other cases, as in glass, path (glseaes,

paesej)), being afterwards broadened into (aa).

192. i, e have generally remained unchanged. But in

First MnE er final or before a consonant became (ar) as in

star, heart=ME sterre, herte.

193. u was preserved in First MnE, as in full, come

(kum). In Second MnE it was unrounded and lowered

to its present sound (B).
But before this lowering took

place it was generally rounded back again to (u) between

a lip-consonant and
(1),

as in full, and in other words after

lip-consonants, as in put.

194. ii generally appears as i in MnE. But (y) was

preserved in First MnE in some words still written with the

French u, such as busy, dury=OE bysig, byrgan.^

195. o kept its ME sound (o) in First MnE, as in ox,

and was broadened to its present sound in Second MnE,

being lengthened before the same consonants which lengthen

(ae), as in cross, off. In Early MnE a glide-(u) developed
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between (o) and / not followed by a vowel, as in bowl (boul)
=OE bolla,folk (foulk).

196. a underwent the same changes as a, being gradually

narrowed till it passed from (seae) into
(ee), as in name, take.

In Third MnE (ee) was further narrowed into close (ee), and

then cleft into
(ei, ei).

197. I was diphthongized in First MnE into
(si), as in

wine, vice, and was afterwards broadened into its present

sound.

198. e, f . When the old I had become
(si), the old e

developed into
(ii),

as in see, JieId=ME se(n), feld, ME /

keeping its open sound
(ee),

as in. sea, there, this (ee) being

narrowed to (ee) in Second MnE, which by the middle of

the Third MnE period was further narrowed to
(ii),

ME
e and / being thus levelled, as in (so)=fee, sea, except in

some words after r, as in great. In First MnE / was often

shortened to (e), especially before stops, as in bread; heavy.

199. uwas diphthongized in the same way as z, becoming

(ou), the first element being gradually unrounded and broad-

ened into its present sound.

200. 6, 9. When had become (ou), ME d was moved

up into the place of the old
,
as in too, moon (tuu, muun).

g kept its open sound (oo) at first, as in go, stone, and was

narrowed to close (oo) in Second MnE, and then cleft into

(ou, ou). The older sound has been preserved in broad

(brod) through the influence of the (r). (uu)=ME 5 was

shortened in some words in First MnE, as in flood (flud),

mother= OE flod, moder, whence the present (fled) etc.

There was another shortening of (uu) in Second MnE,

especially before stops, as in good (gud), book, bosom.

201. ai, ei. In MnE the ME diphthongs ei, Ji shortened

their first elements, and so were levelled under ei. As at
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became (sei)
in First MnE, ai and ei became very similar in

sound, so that there was a tendency to level ei under at,

as in way, &zy=ME wet, hei. In Second MnE these diph-

thongs were smoothed into (ee), so that tail and tale, etc. had

the same sound, and went through the same changes.

202. oi was sometimes kept in First MnE, and some-

times became (ui), which in Second MnE became
(ei), and

then
(gi),

so that boil etc. was pronounced (bail) and (boil),

the former being the more usual pronunciation. In the next

period (boil) etc. again got the upper hand by the help of

the spelling, and the noun &7?=OE byle 'ulcer' was mis-

takenly made into boil.

203. au was kept in First MnE, but soon passed into

open (yy) the long of our vowel in not as in saw, fall

(191), which in the Third period was narrowed to its present

sound. In some words au lost its (u), as in laugh, which

in Second MnE passed through (laef) into
(laeaef), (laaf),

halve. au= French a before nasals (174) generally went

through the same changes, as in aunt, lamp.

204. eu, u; fu. At the end of the ME period the

cleaving of final U into eu (173) had been extended to non-

final u as well, so that this sound was completely levelled

under eu, which in First MnE became (iiu, iu) by the regular

change of e into
(ii),

as in duke, fruit, new, true=ME due,

frut, newe, trewe. ME Ju remained in First MnE, but with

the usual shortening of the first element, as in few (feu)

=ME fjwe, and became (iu) in Second MnE, all the three

ME sounds u, eu, gu being thus levelled under (iu). In the

Third period (iu) shifted the stress on to the second element,

becoming (i-uu, juu). The (j) was afterwards dropped after

(r, J, 5) and often after
(1),

as in true, chuse now written

-juice, lute.
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205. 6u, 911 both became (ou) in First MnE, as in grow,
knoiv=W& growen, kngwen, which in the Second period was

smoothed into (oo) and then narrowed into (oo), as in go

(200), so that know and no etc. had the same vowel.

Weak Vowels.

206. In First MnE long weak vowels were generally

shortened, as in honour (onur), image (imad5, imaeds), nation

(naasjun, naesesjun)
= ME onur, image, ndciun. e before r

was obscured to (9), as in better^ and occasionally other

vowels as well in such words as scholar, honour, nature.

But there was also an artificial pronunciation which tried to

follow the spelling, pronouncing not only (skolar) etc. but

also (naasjon, kondisjon) etc., although the o in nation was

only another way of spelling (u), as in son = OE sunu.

207. In Second MnE the natural pronunciation got the

upper hand again. Weak (u) passed by regular change
into (B), as in (nee/im) nation, and such pronunciations as

(pikt9r)=/z'<r/#r, which are now vulgarisms, were in general

use. As (B) was very similar in sound to (9), there was a

tendency to make (9) the general weak vowel, although the

older clear weak vowels were still kept in many cases, as in

(nsej^nsel, naejonael) national, now pronounced (nsej9n9l).

Consonants.

208. During the transition from ME to MnE the hisses^,

s,f, became voiced in weak syllables, especially in inflectional

-es, as in the gen. sing, mannes and the plur. stgnes, whence

MnE (maenz, stounz), the breath sounds being preserved in

strong monosyllables such as ges, pens=MnE ( ns)

contrasting with penies=MnE (peniz). Th<* , je
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was carried out in weak monosyllables, so that numerous

doublets were formed. Thus the emphatic adverb 0/"=MnE

off preserved its (f),
while the preposition of was weakened

to (ov). There were similar doublets of wifi, z>, his, etc.

Initial fi was voiced in the weak forms of some very

frequent mostly pronominal words such as fie, fie, fim,

the strong forms being now lost.

209. Towards the end of the First MnE period (s) pre-

ceded by a weak vowel and followed by a strong vowel

became (z),
whence the Present English distinction between

exert (ig'zsat) and exercise ('eksosaiz), the (s) being pre-

served unchanged in the latter word because it is followed

by a weak vowel. Other examples are exhibit compared
with exhibition, example^ anxiety (serj-zaiiti) compared with

anxious (serjjas),
where the change of (s) into

(J)
is a later

one (214), dessert, disease, dissolve, transact.

Exceptions to this rule are the result of analogy. Thus to

absent (ab'sent) owes its (s) to influence of the adjective absent

(sebsant), research to the influence of search.

210. As we have seen, strong h appears in ME in the

form of (cj and (xz#). In First MnE the former was

weakened to a mere breath-glide, and then dropped, the

preceding vowel being lengthened, so that ME night (nigt)

passed through (niht) into (niit), whence by the regular

change (n9it). The back-^ was kept in such words as

laugh, thought, enough (lauxze;, ])ouxwt, Ipoxwt, inuxze;), and

in many words the lip element was exaggerated in Second

MnE till it became (f) (laef, laesef, J>oft, Ipoot, in-ef).

211. r was kept unchanged in First MnE, being after-

wa^s oradually weakened till it lost its trill everywhere.
'

'he end of the Third period it began to be
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dropped everywhere except before a vowel, as in the present

Standard E.

212. Already in First MnE (r) had developed a glide

before it in such words as fire, flower (faiar, flou9r)
=ME

fir, flur, and had broadened a preceding e into (a) (192).

In Second MnE it began to modify preceding vowels in

the direction of (9), so that er, ir, ur came to be levelled

under (ar, -er),
as in her (Irer), fir, bird, fur, turn. In Third

MnE it modified preceding (ee) to
(ee), as in care (keer), fair,

their contrasting with name (neem), fail, veil] and then

broadened a preceding (ae) into (a), as in star, hard. ME
jr, or appear in Third MnE sometimes as

(iir, uur), as in

fear, moor, being sometimes broadened into (eer, or), as in

there, bear, floor. In the present century (r) has been dropped

everywhere except before a vowel, r final or before a con-

sonant being represented only by a preceding glide-(d), as

in (fai9)= Early MnE (f9i9r)=ME_/7r, contrasting with he

(hij), (9) having been absorbed by a preceding mixed or

broad vowel.

213. 1. Already in First MnE
(1) began to be dropped

between (u) and a following consonant, as in Az^"(hauf).

214. s, z. In Second and Third MnE the combinations

(sj, zj) became
(J, 5), as in nation (n^jBn)= Early MnE

(n3e3esjun)=ME nacioun (naasi-uun), sure (siur, sjuur, Juur),

usual (iuziuael, juu3usel), such words as nature, verdure

passing through (naeaetjur) etc. into the present (neitja,

215. w in First MnE was kept before (r), which it

rounded, and was then dropped itself, as in write (n&dit),

the (r) being afterwards unrounded.

216. k was kept initially before (n) in First MnE., as in

know [compare acknowledge], the (n) being unvoiced, and the
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(k) afterwards dropped, so that in Second MnE (knou, knhou)
became (n^oo), this (nti) being afterwards levelled under the

more frequent (n) in no, etc.

217. g was dropped before (n) in Second MnE as in

gnaw.
218. In First MnE medial (rjg) was shortened to (rj)

in

such words as singer (sirpr), singmg=ME (sirjger), etc.

by the analogy of final (n) in sing ;
but (rjg) was kept in the

comparison of adjectives, as in longer, longest.

219. t, d.
.
In Second MnE

(t) preceded by the hisses

(s, f) and followed by the vowel-like consonants
(1, n, m)

was regularly dropped, as in thistle
(jrisl), fasten (fseaesn),

chestnut, Christmas, often.

220. In First MnE (d) preceded by a vowel and followed

by (r) was opened into (6) in many words, such as father,

together, hither -=QfiL fader, to'gadre, hider. Conversely (6)

often became (d) in First MnE in combination with (r) and

(1),
as in murther, murder, fiddle=QtJL morpor, fipele.

221. b. In First MnE final (b) was dropped after (m), as

in lamb. Hence b was added in writing to words which in

ME had only m, as in limb=W& Urn.

E 2



ACCIDENCE.

NOUNS.

Old English.

GENDER. *

222. THERE are three genders of nouns in OE mascu-

line, feminine, and neuter. The genders of nouns are most

clearly shown by the accompanying definite article
' the

'

masculine se
t
feminine seo, and neuter J?cet. The gender is

partly natural, partly grammatical : se mann ' human being/

seo dohtor '

daughter/ pat aid '

child/ frcet scip
'

ship/ fiat hits

*

house/ se stan '

stone/ seo synn
'

sin/ seo caru '
care.' Names

of living beings sometimes have grammatical genders which

contradict the natural gender, such as fiat wif
'

woman/
* wife

'

Compound nouns take the gender of their last element ;
hence

se wtfmann
' woman/

STRONG AND WEAK.

223. Weak nouns are those which inflect mainly with -n,

such as se nama '

name/ plural naman, pcet eage
'

eye/ seo

cirice
'

church/ plurals eagan, cirican. All others are strong,

such as stan, plural stanas.

INFLECTIONS.

224. OE nouns have two numbers, singular and plural,

and four cases, nominative, accusative, genitive, and

dative. The accusative is often the same as the nominative
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always in the plural so when the accusative is not given

separately it is to be understood that it is the same as the

nominative.

The following are examples of the most important inflections

of nouns:

225. Strong Masculine.

Sing. Nom. slan

Dat. stane

Gen. stanes

Plur. Nom. stanaj,.

Dat. stanum

Gen. stana

Strong Neuter.

scip hus_

stipe huse

stipes huses

scipu, hits

scipum husum

stipa husa

226. Some neuters have plural -ru, such as ct'ld, plur.

cildru, cildrum, cildra. The neuter ending -u_^
is dropped

after a long syllable, as in hus '

houses/ folc
' nations/

227. Strong Feminine.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom. caru 'care' cara synn'sin.' synnn
Ace. care cara synne synna
Dat. care carum synne synnum
Gen. care carena synne synna

228. The -u is, as in the strong neuter nouns, kept only
after a short syllable.

229. Weak Masc. Weak Neut. Weak Fern.

Sing. Nom. nama Sage? tirice

Ace. naman eagei tirican

Dat. naman eagan cirican

Gen. naman eagan cirican

Plur. Nom. naman eagan cirican

Dat. namuni eagum cirlcum

Gen. namena eagena ciricena
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230. The final -u of some nouns is a weakened w, which

reappears before vowels : ficet meolu
'

meal/ ~seo sceadu '

shade/
1

shadow/ gen. meolwes, sceadwe. This final -u is dropped

after a long vowel, as in seo mad '

meadow/ gen. m&dwe.

Middle English.

231. In Early Southern the old gender-distinctions in

nouns were still partially kept up. By degrees, however, the

inflections of the adjectives and the definite article were

dropped; and the old genders were gradually forgotten,

simply because there was nothing to mark them.

232. The first great change in the inflections was the

levelling of weak vowels under -e (162). By this change the

distinctions of gender in the OE weak forms mona, sunne,

eage were levelled in the Early Southern forms mom, sunne, eie.

The distinctions of case were almost entirely effaced by this

change in such words as OE caru, ace., dat, and gen. sg.

care, nom. plur. cara.

233. The only endings which could withstand this level-

ling were the gen. sing, -es, the nom. plur. -as, which both

became -ej, in ME, as in W$W=OE stdnes, stanas, the weak

-an, which became -en, the gen. plur. -ena, which became -ene.

The dat. plur. -um became -em; but as this was the only

case ending in m, the consonant was levelled under the more

frequent n, so that ME -en represented OE -um as well as -an.

234. The general result of these changes was not only to

obscure the distinctions of the cases, but also in some classes

of nouns to obscure the distinction between singular and

plural. The confusion was most marked in the feminine

nouns, where the changes we have been considering gave the
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following as the endings corresponding to those of the OE
nouns cam, synn, sunne respectively :

Sing. Nom. -e -e

Ace. -e -e
.

-en*

Dat. -e -e -en*

Gen. -e -e -en*

Plur. Nom. -e* -e* -en

Dat. -en -en -en

Gen. -ene -e -ene

235. It is evident that the forms marked * in the above

table are in the minority, while at the same time most of them

obscure the distinction between singular and plural. They
were accordingly got rid of by the extension of those forms

which were in the majority and more distinctive. The final

result was that all feminine nouns were uniformly declined as

follows, the gen. plur. being often levelled under the other

plur. cases:

Sing. Plur.

Nom. sunne siinnen

Ace. sunne siinnen

Dat. sunne siinnen

Gen. sunne siinnen(e]

236. Weak masculines and neuters were declined in the

same way sing, narpe* eze, plur. namm, eien. The only

distinction between masculine and neuter weak nouns

namely in the ace. sing. (OE naman, eage) was thus lost.

237. -*=the OE neuter plur. ending -u was made into

-en for the sake of distinctness, as in deoflen, children=Q}L

deoflu, cildru, sing, deovel, child. In many of these words

-=OE -u was extended to the singular, as in dale 'valley/

bede
'

prayer/=OE dccl, gebed, plur. dalu, gebedu. These OE
plurals became dakn

t
beden in ME.
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238. The remaining masculine and neuter nouns kept

their original strong forms. But the dat. sing, -e, the dat.

plur. -en, and the gen. plur. -e were gradually supplanted by
the nominative, so as to avoid confusion with the weak

endings. In the neuter plur. the OE undeclined forms were

still kept hus, word but the strong masc. ending was often

extended to the neuters, so as to distinguish the two numbers

huses, wordes. Strong masculine and neuter nouns were,

then, inflected thus :

239. Sing.

Nom. sign word
Dat, st$n(e) word(e)
Gen. stgnes wordes

Plur.

stones word, wordes

wordes

stgne, stgnes worde, wordes

240. In Early Midland and Northern the distinctions of

grammatical gender were entirely lost during the transition

from OE, the distinction between strong and weak forms

being also done away with, except in a few isolated forms.

The natural consequence was that the -es of the genitive

was extended to weak nouns and to all feminine nouns, the

plur. -es being then extended in the same way, first to strong

neuters, then to weak nouns and feminine nouns generally.

The final result was that the only regular inflections left were

gen. sing: -es, plur. nom. and gen. -es, the distinction between

nom. and gen. plur. being kept up only in irregular plurals

such as men, gen. mennes.

241. Standard ME follows the Early Midland dialect in

its noun-inflections : it has only one case, the genitive ;
the

original nominative, accusative, and dative being now merged
in one ' common case

'

:

Sing. Common word, sinne

Gen. wordes, sinnes

Plur. Common wordes, sinnes

man
mannes

men

Gen. wordes, sinnes mennes
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Modern English.

242. By the beginning of the MnE period the s of inflec-

tional -es had been voiced (208), (s) being kept only in

monosyllables such as geese, pence (MIL pem'es, pens). In Early

MnE the e was kept after a hiss-consonant for the sake of

distinctness, as in horses (horsez), and was dropped every-

where else, the (z) being necessarily unvoiced after voice-

less consonants, as in beasts (b^sts) from beastes (b^stez),

while it was of course preserved after vowels and voiced

consonants, as in days, heads (hcedz). Hence the following

are the main types of noun-inflection in the present

English :

Sing. Common hos dog kaet waif guws maen

Gen. hosiz dogz kaets waifs guwsiz maenz

Plur. Common hosiz dogz kaets waivz gijs men
Gen. hosiz dogz kasts waivz gijsiz menz

243. In ME the genitive ending was often dropped after

hiss-consonants in foreign words, as it still is in such

genitives as JEneas\ and mfor conscience sake, etc.

244. The ME alternation of breath and voice consonants

in wlf, gen. sing, and common plur. wives, is still kept up
in path (paaj?, paaSz), house, thief, wolf and others ending
in th and f preceded by a long syllable ;

but only in the

plur., the gen. sing, having been formed afresh from the

common case.

245. The following are old mutation-plurals: man, men

(OE mann, mgnn) ; woman, women (wifmann, wifmgnn) ; foot,

feet (fot,fet\, goose, geese (gos, ges); tooth, teeth (tbj>, te}>}\

mouse, mice (mus, mys).

246. Of the n- plurals, ox, oxen is OE, which has se oxa,
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plur. oxan, while child, children is a ME form of OE cildru.

brother, brethren is in OE brofror, bropru, which latter became

in ME brepre(n\

247. The unchanged plurals deer and sheep are the OE
neuters deor, sceap (seep), which were, of course, unchanged
in the plur. So also the plurals swine, and pound in ten-

pound note are old neuters. As these words mostly express

collectiveness and measure, other nouns with inflected plurals

have been made invariable by the analogy of swine and pound
etc. when used in similar meanings, as in to catch fish (OE

fiscas), to weigh ten stone, three-foot rule.

248. Many words of foreign origin especially Latin and

Greek keep their original plurals, such as fungus, fungi;

index, indices (also indexes]; phenomenon, phenomena.

ADJECTIVES.

Inflections.

249. In OE adjectives are inflected similarly to nouns,

with which they agree in gender, number, and case. They
also have a strong and a weak form, the latter being used

after the definite article and other defining words, as in se

hdlga mann '

the holy man/ pa godan mgnn
'

the good men/

compared with halig mann '

a holy man/ gdde mgnn
'

good

men/ where the adjectives are strong.

250. In ME the adjective-inflections were soon dropped,

till nothing was left but -e, which denoted the weak form and

the plural :

Strong Sing, (a) god man
Plur. gdde men

Weak Sing, pe gode man
Plur. pe gdde men
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251. In MnE the loss of final -e made the adjectives

invariable, except that Early MnE kept up the distinction

between sing, enough and plural enow='ME indh, enough

plur. indwe, enowe.

Comparison.

252. In OE the comparative is formed by adding -ra

(with weak inflection), as in leofra
'

dearer,' the corre-

sponding adverbs ending in -or: leofor. The superlative

ends in -ost, as in
leofost, which is also the adverb. The

comparison of some adjectives is accompanied by muta-

tion, the superlative ending in -est, as in eald '

old/ ieldra,

ieldest.

253. In ME the endings are -ere [adverb -er\, -est; and

-ere was soon shortened to -er, so that the distinction between

adjective and adverb was lost, harder representing OE heardor

as well as heardra.

254. In MnE we have, besides the endings -er, -est, a

periphrastic comparison which consists in prefixing the

adverbs more, most, being applied chiefly to longer adjectives,

as in beautiful, more beautiful, most beautiful.

255. Early MnE has double comparisons, such as more

braver
',
most unkindest.

256. Some old superlatives in OE end in -ma, which was

generally made in -mest by the influence of the more usual

ending, as mfor-ma
'

first
'

whose positive is represented by
the adverb fore

'

before 'fyrmest
'

first/ In ME -mest was

confused with mgst
'

most/ and a variety of new superlatives

have been formed on the analogy offoremost, such as after-

most, uppermost, and even topmost.
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257. The following are the irregular comparisons of

MnE:
,, ( elder eldest
"*>

j older oldest

OE Anglian did, gldra, gldest.

f 5 latter last

\
later latest

OE Icet [adv. late']
'

slow/ Icetra [adv. lator\ latest.

out
utter ut(ter}most \

outer out(er)most \

OE ut adv.
'

outside,'yterra, uterra,ytemest, utemest.

f (further furthest )

Jat
(farther farthest \

QfiLfeorr, fierra, fierrest', fore adv., furfira, superl. fyr(e}st,

forma.fyrmest. forma was made into a new compar. former
in ME.

ni h [
near next

\ nearer nearest

OE neah
(nefi),

nearra [adv. near], niehst (next). In ME
the compar. near was made into a positive by the analogy of

far
'

there,' etc.

good (well), better, lest is made up of three distinct words
;

the OE forms are god [adv. wel\, fytera [adv. bt] t bgtst.

evil
z r t worse worst
bad

QfiLyfel (Kentish efel), wyrsa, wyr(re]st.

least

OE lytel, l&ssa [adv. las\ Icest.

much
many

> more most

OE micel (later mycel\ mara [adv. md~\, mcESt. The vowel of

the compar. was extended to the superl. in ME.
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PRONOUNS.

258. Some of the OE pronouns have inflections of their

own, such as the / of the neut. sing., still preserved in it, what,

but most of them are inflected like strong adjectives, whether

they are used as adjectives or as nouns. Thus the adjective-

pronoun sum in sum mann ' a certain man '

and the noun-

pronoun sum *

a certain one
'

both have plur. sume, as in sume

mgnn cw&don (said), sume cwadon. These plurals in -e

were kept in ME, but their -e was dropped in MnE, so

that these pronouns became invariable, as in some think

differently, beloved by all. Some of them still keep the old

genitive sing, ending, thus other=OE oper has gen. other's

OE djnres. On the analogy of this gen. the Early MnE plur.

other has been made into others. <

Personal.

259. The following are the inflections of the OE personal

pronouns :

Sing. Nom. ic

Ace. m
Dat. m

Plur. Nom. we
Ace.

Dat. us

Dat. hwcem, hwam

260. The accusatives me, pe, Us, eow are really datives.

In ME the datives him, hire, heom, hwam supplanted the

Pu
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original accusatives in the same way, the neut. accusatives

hit, hwcct being, on the other hand, extended to the dative.

The result is that these pronouns have now only two cases

nominative and objective, the latter including the OE ace.

and dat.

261. In OE the strong demonstrative se
'

that one
'

was

often used in the sense of
'

he/ and in ME its feminine seo

and plur. pa gradually supplanted the less distinct heo and

hie. In the Northern dialect pa was made into pei by the

influence of Scandinavian pei-r
'

they,' and this form gradually

spread south together with its objective case peim, although

hem= O~E heom was kept, as it still is in the form of 'em.

262. The following are the standard ME forms :

what
Sing. Nom.
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conjoint /, he (I am}. The following are the MnE
forms :

Sing. Nom.
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language which still uses mine eyes etc. The following are

the MnE forms :

Conjoint : my, mine thy, thine
;
his

;
its

;
her

;
our

; your ;

their', whose.

Absolute : mine
;

thine
;

his
;

its
;

hers
;

ours
; yours ;

theirs; whose.

Self.

268. In OE .rc^ is added to nouns and adjectives to make

them emphatic, being inflected like a strong or weak adjec-

tive : God self, ic selfa. In OE the personal pronouns are

often used reflexively, a reflexive pronoun in the dative being

often used pleonastically, as in he ondred him pone mann
' he feared (for-himself) the man/ where, of course, him

could be made emphatic by adding self him selfum. In

ME these combinations became general, and at last even

the OE God selfvtzs made into God him-self; and the mean-

ing of the pronouns was so completely forgotten that in the

combinations ich me self etc. they were made into posses-

sives ich mi-self self being regarded as a noun, so that

in MnE it developed a plural selves, like shelves, and was

used as a detached noun, as in forgetful of self. The

following are the forms of the spoken language :

Sing. myself\ yourself-, himself, itself, herself.

Plur. ourselves
; yourselves ;

themselves.

Demonstrative.

269. The OE se
(se), pcet, seo, plur.>z was used both in

the sense of '
the

'

and of 'that one/ So sdsofies (fies), fit's,

freos, plur. pas was used both as an adjective 'this' and

as a noun '

this one/
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270. In ME the s of OE se, seo was made into fi by the

influence of the other forms. The resulting fie, fiat, fieo,

plur. fig, was at first used both as a demonstrative and as

the definite article. But by degrees pat and fig were re-

stricted to the demonstrative meaning, fie being also restricted

to the function of a definite article, which soon became

invariable. The neuter fiat was then extended to the masc.

and fern., so that fiat man, fiat hus became distinct in mean-

ing from fie man, fie hus. The neut. fiis was extended in

the same way : fiis man = OE fies man. fig was now

regarded as the plur. of fiat, and figs = OE fids
l these

'

was

confused with it, so that the latter supplanted fig and became

itself the plur. of fiat, a new plur. fiise, fiese being formed

from fiis. Hence the MnE forms

Sing. that this

Plur. those these

271. There was another OE demonstrative geon, whence

the North-English yon, which has been confused with the

adverbyond(er\ so that yonder is used as a pronoun.

one, a; none, no.

272. In OE the numeral an 'one/ whence nan 'none'=
ne an 'not one/ was inflected like a strong adjective, and

was often used almost as an indefinite article, into which

it fully developed in ME. When used in this way in ME
it was shortened to an, and became distinct from gn

'

one/

and an, gn, ngn all dropped their n before consonants, in the

same way as mm, fim : g man ' one man/ ngn dfier. In MnE
we do not shorten one, while, on the other hand, the earlier

none other etc. is now made into no other.
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Interrogative and Relative.

273. The OE interrogative pronouns are hwd, hwcet

(259), hwilc 'which (of more than two)/ hwceper 'which

of two.' The first two were used only as nouns, but in ME
what was used as an adjective in all three genders, like/#/:

what man ? The last now survives only as an adverb.

274. These pronouns were not used as relatives in OE,

although they were frequent in conjunctive (indirect interro-

gation) clauses, as in he hordafi, and ndt hwdm ' he hoards,

and knows not for whom/ Through such constructions

who and which came to be used as full relatives in ME.

Indefinite.

275. In OE swd . . swd 'as . . as' was combined with

interrogative pronouns to make them indefinite. Thus in

OE we have swd-hwd-swd, swd-hw&t-swd, which appear in

ME as who-sg, what-sg. Already in OE we find afre
i ever

'

used to express indefiniteness, and in ME this usage was

much extended, whence the MnE whosoever etc., and, with

dropping of the so, whoever, whichever etc.

276. In OE indefiniteness was expressed by prefixing

a, 5
'

always/ which was also prefixed to the noun wiht
'

creature, thing/ the resulting dwiht, dwiht being soon con-

tracted to aht, oht, negative n-aht, noht, whence the MnE

aught, naught (whence, again, naughty), nought, of which

not is a ME weakening.

277. some = OE sum, any = OE anig (from an ' one
'),

ME jm, eni, ani (by the influence of an) are used chiefly

as adjectives, their noun-forms being represented, as in the

case of other pronouns, by compounds with one, body, thing :

someone, somebody, anything.
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278. other = OE oper. one another, each other are now

inseparable compounds, but their elements were originally

separate words; we still find in Early MnE each (nom.)
other (ace.) doth assail.

Quantitative.

270. both = ME bgpe, OE *ba-}>&
' both those/ ba being

the neut. and fern, of begen
' both/ each = OE celc from

*a-gelic
' ever each/

every = ME gveri, earlier jvrich from OE *cefre &lc.

either = OE ceg(hw(B}}>er from *a-gehwce}>er
' ever which of

two/ n-either is a ME formation. several is an Old

French word
;
few = G^feawe ; many= OE manig, mcenig

(by influence of anig\ ME mam, meni.

NUMERALS.

280. The cardinal numerals 1-12 are expressed by iso-

lated words in OE :

an (272). 2 twegen masc., twa fern, and neut., which in

ME, as also in the MnE twain, two, were used indiscriminately

for all genders. 3 Jxreo. 4 feower. 5 fif
;
the numerals

above three were not inflected except when used absolutely,

when they took -e, as in heora wdron fife
'

there were five

of them/ both forms being kept in ME till the absolute five

supplanted the conjoint/~J/~entirely. 6 siex (sex). 7 seofon.

8 eahta (ahta). 9 nigon(e), ME nm, nine. 10 tien (ten}.

ii fndleofan. 12 tw^lf(e), ME twelf, twelve. The
numerals above three govern their nouns in the genitive :

fif manna.

281. The teen-numerals are compounds with -fiene (-tene) :

Jjritiene, feowertiene, fiftiene, siextiene, seofontiene,

eahtatiene (cehtatene), nigontiene.

F 2
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282. The ty-numerals 20-90 are compounded with -tig

Mot of ten/ the last three also prefixing hund-\ twentig

(from *twegen-tig ; pritig ; feowertig ; fiftig ; siextig ;

hundseofontig ; hundeahtatig (hund&hiatig)} hundni-

gontig. These are generally used as nouns governing the

genitive, but also as adjectives.

283. The high numerals hund(red) and Jnisend are

neut. nouns : twa hund wintra ' two hundred winters (years).'

284. The MnE million is the French form of Late Latin

millio (from milk '

thousand').

285. In MnE all the numerals are treated like adjectives :

ten men, a-hundred men. But may also be used as nouns :

ten of us, thousands ofpeople.

286. Of the ordinal numbers first = OE fyrest (257),

second = Latin secundus through French second. The

others were formed from the cardinals in OE by adding

-)>a (-da, -to), preceding n being dropped: fridda; feo-

(we)rj>a; fifta; siexta; seofoj>a; eahtojm (cehtoj?a}\

nigofa ; teoj>a, ME tenpe being a new formation
; ndleofta,

twelfta.

287. The OE teen-ordinals end in -teopa, which in ME
was refashioned into -tenpe, whence MnE thirteenth etc.

The ty-ordinals twentieth etc. are in like manner formed direct

from the cardinals, as also hundredth etc.

VERBS.

288. All OE verbs are either strong or weak. Strong
verbs form their preterites with vowel-change and their

preterite participles by adding -en, while weak verbs form
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them with the help of d or /, all verbs generally prefixing ge-

in the pret. partic., unless there is already some other prefix.

Thus strong bindan '

to bind/ band l

(he) bound/ gebunden ;

weak hleran '

hear/ fnerde, gehiered. The following are the

full endings of these two verbs :

Indicative : Pres. Sing. I
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293. ge- became i- and was gradually dropped, though
still kept in the archaic tclept=OE gecleopod

'

called.'

294. In Southern, -ende passed through -inde into -t'nge by
the influence of the verbal nouns such as /ernmg(e)=OlL

leornung, horning from leornian 'learn.
1

In Northern it

became -and(e) through Scandinavian influence.

295. In Northern -efi, -(i}ap became -(e)s, the plural ending

being dropped entirely in most cases
;
the -es of the 3rd sing,

afterwards passed into MnE. In Midland the plur. pres. indie,

took the ME ending of the pret. and subj. plur., namely
-en :

Southern. Midland. Northern.

Indie. Pres. Sing, i binde binde bind

2 bindest) bintst bindest bindes

3 blnde]), bint binde}) blndes

Plur. binde}) binden bind(es)

Imper. Sing, bind bind bind

Plur. bindep binde}) bind(es)

Partic. Pres. bindinde bindende bindand

296. Other changes were the result of analogy and the

striving to get rid of irregularities, as when the -st of hierdest

was extended to the subjunctive, so that the two moods were

completely levelled in the preterite.

The following are the inflections of Standard ME, which

adopted the Midland form of the-pres. plur.:

Pres. Indie. Sing, i binde here

2 bindest her(e)st

3 binde}), bint her(e}p

Plur. binde(n) here(n)

Pres. Subj. Sing. binde here

Plur. binde(n) here(n)
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Pret. Indie.
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shortened to he thanked him for saving his life, where saving
is a true gerund.

Weak Verbs.

299. The OE weak verbs fall under two main groups,

according as their root-vowel is mutated or not. The former

comprises two classes, the hear-class (hieran
'

hear,' fyllan
'

fill
')

with long root-syllable and dropping of the Germanic

i orj which caused the mutation, and the wean-class (wgnian
' accustom

')
with a short root-vowel and preservation of the

Germanic i. In the unmutated or love-class (lufiari) the i is

a weakening of a or o and so does not cause mutation.

300. In such verbs &sfyllan the // belongs to the root [cp.

full
'

full
'].

But most of the double consonants in verbs of

the hear-class arise from a single consonant +/, as in sgttan
*

set,' bycgan
(

buy
'

from Germanic satjan, bugjan, and in

these verbs the single consonant re-appears in certain forms :

Indie. Pres. Sing. I fylle s$tte bycge

3 fyllep sgte}> bygep
Plur. fyllaj) s^tta}) bycgap

Imper. Sing, fyll sgte byge
In fin. fyllan sgttan bycgan

Partic. Pret. gefylled gesgted [gebokt}

West-Saxon has the contracted formsy^^, j///, gesgtt, etc.

301. The preterites and pret. participles of hear-verbs are

liable to contraction, and d is made into / after breath-con-

sonants, ct becoming ht: wgndan 'turn/ pret. wgnde, pret.

partic. gewgnd(ed\ gemefan 'find/ gemette, gemett, tcecan 'show/

302. There is a subdivision of this class called the seek-

class, consisting of verbs which un-mutate their vowel in the

pret. and pret. partic., those in nc> ng dropping the nasal and

modifying the preceding vowel in various ways :
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|egtff'Sfty/ s$gej> t scegde, gescegd\ secan '

seek/ sohte, sohte\

bycgan, bohte
; bringan

'

bring,' brohte
; pgncan

'

think/ pohte ;

Jyncan
'

seem/ fiuhte.

303. The following are the most marked inflections of the

other two main classes :

Indie. Pres. Sing, i wgnige lufige

3 wgnep lufaj?

Plur. wgniap lufiap

Pret. w^nede lufode

Imper. Sing. ivgne lufa

Infin. wgnian lufian

Partic. Pret. gewgned gelufod

MIDDLE ENGLISH.

304. The ME vowel-changes levelled the few wean-verbs

under the more numerous love-class, which soon began to

drop their i in imitation of the hear-class, which, on its side,

took its imper. sing, from the other class. The following are

the main inflections of the two classes in Standard ME:

Indie. Pres. Sing, i here love

3 her(e]p love]>

Plur. here(ri) love(ri)

Pret. herde ldved(e)

Imper. Sing. her(e] Idve

Infin. here(n] love(n)

Partic. Pret. (i)herd (i)ldv(e)d

305. There was regular vowel-shortening in all such

preterites and pret. participles as herde, herd, mette, the

shortened / becoming a in Southern, as in ladde (ledde),

ta(u]ghte from l/den, tjchen.

306. Such preterites as bilde, wende from bilden, wenden

were in Late ME made into bilte, wente, pret. partic. (i)went,
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to distinguish them from the present ich wende etc., the

change being also extended to such verbs as felen
'

feel/

felte, Ijven, lefte, lafte.

MODERN ENGLISH.

307. In MnE the vowel of -ed was dropped in speech

except after / and d (hated, wounded), although the full forms

blessed etc. are still preserved in the higher language.

Hence the inflectional distinction between the two classes

is practically done away with.

Strong Verbs.

308. In these the plur. of the pret. indie, often has a

vowel different from that of the sing, (he band, hie bundon) ;

and the 2nd sing. pret. indie, and the whole pret. subj. always

have this same vowel : J>u bunde, gif ic bunde.

309. Some strong verbs have weak inflections everywhere

except in their pret. and pret. partic. Thus swgrian
'

swear,'

sittan '
sit

'

are inflected like wgnian and sgttan in such forms

as the pres. indie, ic swgrtge, he siteb, imper. sing, swgre. All

these verbs have, if possible, mutated vowels like the hear-

and wean-classes, their Germanic forms being the same

(swarjan, sitjari).

310. The vowel-changes in the strong verbs are mostly

due to gradation (152), which is sometimes accompanied by

consonant-change (150), except in the first class, where the

preterites are contracted reduplications, of which a trace is

still preserved in the pret. he-ht (Germanic hehatt) from

hdtan '

command, name.'

311. The following are examples of the different classes in

the infin., 3rd sing. pres. indie, (occasionally), pret. sing, and

plur., pret. partic. Observe that the infin. of III contains
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e
(t\ z'e, eo) followed by two consonants, the first of which is

generally vowellike, while those of IV and V have the same

vowels followed in IV by a single vowellike consonant, in V

by a stop or hiss.

312. I. Reduplicative or fall-class.

feallan (fallari) 'fall'

healdan (haldari)
' hold '

cnawan ' know '

growan
'

grow
'

beatan 'beat'

hatan ' command '

l&tan let
'

313.

faran
'

go
'

scacan ' shake
'

hgbban, hgfep ( 1 5 1
)

* raise
'

hof

feoll feollon
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stttan, sitep
'
sit

*

licgan, ligep
'

lie
'

sat sceton

Idgon, l&gon

317.

drlfan
l
drive

'

scinan ' shine
'

ivritan '

write
'

VI. Shine-class.

draf
scan

ivrat

drifon

scinon

writon

seten

legen

drifen

stinen

writen

318. VII. Choose-class.

beodan ' command ' bead budon boden

ceosan ' choose ' ceas curon coren

freosan
'
freeze

'

freas fruron froren

bugan
' bend '

beag^ beah bugon bogen

MIDDLE ENGLISH.

319. In ME there was a tendency to get rid of consonant-

change especially when initial aswhen OE gecoren
' chosen

'

was made into ichosen (instead of *zcoren) by the influence of

the c and s of the infin. ceosan.

320. Unnecessary vowel-changes were also got rid of.

Thus such pret. vowels as that of bgnd were gradually

extended throughout the pret. : frou bgnd, we bgnd. But

sometimes the vowel of the pret. plur. was extended to the

sing., as in he slow ' slew'= earlier ME sloh from OE slog,

by the influence of the plur. slowen, slowen.

321. Then the pret. partic. vowels began to influence those

of the pret. plur., so that at last the old pret. plur. vowels

which differed from those of the sing, were generally pre-

served only when they were the same as those of the pret.

partic., as in bounden ; otherwise they took the latter's vowel,

as in pei holpen=OE hulpon.

322. The following examples will show the regular deve-

lopment of the different classes of strong verbs in Late ME.
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Note that the preterites of II split up into two groups, one

with the old (oo), the other with (uu) [174].

323. I. Pall-class.

fallen

hglden

growen

kngwen
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329. VII. Choose-class.

crepen crgp crgpen crgpen

chesen chjs chgsen chgsen

MODERN ENGLISH.

330. In MnE a great many strong verbs became weak

a levelling which had already made progress in ME. On the

other hand some weak verbs became strong, such as stick,

wear by the analogy of sting, swear.

331. Short vowels in preterites were often lengthened by

the influence of the pret. plur., as in brake, eame='ME IV

Irak, plur. and pret. partic. brgken, cam.

332. Final (s, f)
in the pret. sing, became (z, v) by the

influence of the infin. etc., as in rosey drove=ME rgs, drgf,

infin. risen, driven.

333. In the above examples Early MnE preterites are

original singulars. But in many cases the vowel of the plur.

supplanted that of the sing., as in bound, many preterites having

both forms: he sang, he sung ; faught, fought ; wrote, writ.

334. Through the connection between pret. and pret.

partic. the vowel of the latter often supplanted that of the

pret. even when there was no pret. plur. with the vowel of

the pret. partic. as in broke, &ore= earlier MnE brake, bare.

335. At last there was often complete confusion be-

tween the 'two forms, and in some cases the pret. was

substituted for the pret. partic.; thus sat and shone have

supplanted the ME preterites corresponding to OE geseten,

gesctnen, although we no longer use took, ro.se, ra*=(riz)

as participles in educated speech.

336. The following examples will show the regular develop-

ment of the strong verbs in MnE. Observe that the ME
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(uu)-preterites of II took the preterite ~ew of the more

numerous verbs of I.

337.

338.

339.

340.

341.

342.

I. Fall-class.

fall

hold
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bite bit bitten

shine shone shone

343. VII. Choose-class.

freeze froze frozen
choose chose chosen

344. One general result of all the changes and levellings

undergone by the English verbs is that in many cases we

cannot tell whether a verb is weak or strong without going
back to ME. So we are obliged to make a new division

into consonantal verbs, with d or / in the preterite and pret.

partic., such as call, burn, and vocalic verbs, whose preterites

and pret. participles are formed without any addition except

an occasional -n, such as bind, see, let, set. The following

are the inflections of the consonantal verb call and the vocalic

see in the present English :

Pres. Indie. Sing. I call see

2 call see

3 calls sees

Plur. call see

Pres. Subj. call see

Pret. (Indie, and Subj.) called saw

Imper. call see

Infin. call see

Pres. Partic. and Gerund calling seeing

Pret. Partic. called seen

Irregular Verbs.

345. The only regular inflections of verbs in MnE are

those of such consonantal verbs as call and look. Compared
with these all vocalic verbs must be regarded as irregular.

346. There are also irregular consonantal verbs. Some
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of these take -t (often written -ed) instead of the regular

-d, such as burn, dwell, learn [learned adj.], spill, spoil

[a French verb, which owes its -/ to the analogy of spill] ;

or -t=-ded, as mgird (OE gyrdan, gyrde), build, gild, bend,

lend (from the OE pret. Icende, infin. Icenan), rend, send, spend.

Some of these last have also regular forms, such as girded^

gilded. Others show vowel-change, which is generally

the result of ME shortening (158), sometimes with irregular

-t : flee fled, creep crept, sleep, sweep, weep, leap, shoe shod ;

bereave bereft, cleave, leave. The following are old seek-verbs :

sell sold, tell (OE sgllan, tgllan, -ealde, -aide, -aide)} buy,

bought (361). lose, lost is a combination of OE strong VII

forleosan and weak losian, the old pret. partic. of the former

(forloren) being still preserved inforlorn, love-lorn. Others

are still more irregular. In the following this is the result of

their having had preterites in -hte, in the first also of ME
vowel-shortening, the rest being old seek-verbs, the last two

foreign verbs influenced by native ones: teach taught; seek

sought (which is Midland, beseech, besought being the true

Southern form), bring; think thought [a combination of OE
fryncan and

}>ohte~\,
work wrought [OE wyrcan worhte, ME'

wrohte] ;
catch caught, distract distraught. clothe, clad

is a combination of OE clapian and clizpan pret. cl&fide,

clcedde. make made = OE macian macode, ME mdk(i)en

md(ke]de.

347. The invariable verbs all end in / or d, and all had
a contracted weak pret. in -te, -de in ME, such as sette=

OE (ic) sgtte, which was, as in ME, both pres. and pret.

Some of them marked f in the following list were originally

strong: cast', \let, set, shed, spread', hit, rid, \slit, split', cost\

f burst, cut, hurt, put, shut, thrust. These verbs must strictly

be regarded as vocalic.

G
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348. The vocalic verbs are best arranged in the alphabetic

order of the vowels of their preterites in phonetic spelling, to

which the order of the vowels of the infinitives is subordinated :

349. (ai . . au.) bind, find, grind, wind from the OE
strong III verbs bindan, findan, grindan, windan. But OE
findan generally had a weak pretfunde.

350. (ai . .
-B.) strike, struck, stricken from OE strong VI

strican
' touch lightly/ ME pret. strgk, the u of struck being

a MnE change.

351. (ae . . B.) hang, hung (hanged"] from OE strong I

transitive hon
(
= older hohan), heng, hangen and weak intran-

sitive hangian. In Northern ME the pret. became king and

was then made into an infin., whence the pret. hang, whence,

again, the partic. hung on the analogy of sung.

352. (i
. .

fc.)
The following are OE strong III verbs :

cling, slink, spin, sling, swing, win, wring. The following

are weak verbs which were made strong in ME or MnE by
the analogy of the above verbs : fling, sling, spring, dig from

OE weak dician by some analogy, the pret. dug being a MnE
formation, stick from OE weak stician, stuck being a

MnE formation.

353. (B . . 88 : B.) run from OE strong III iernan (eornan),

arn, urnen, in which the r is transposed (149), the original

consonant-order being preserved in Scandinavian rinna, rann,

runninn, which has influenced the MnE form.

354. (i
. . SB.) sit from OE strong V sittan. spit spat is

a combination of the two OE weak verbs spittan and spatan,

whose pret. sp&tte became regularly ME spatte.

355. (i
. . 88 . . B.) The following are OE strong III

verbs : begin, drink, shrink, sing, sink, spring, stink, swim,

ring was weak in OE.

356.
(i

. . 0e . . i-n.) (for^bid, bad(e), bidden from OE
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strong V biddan, bad, beden, with the vowel of the infin.

introduced into the pret. partic. In ME this verb was con-

fused with OE strong VII beodan '

offer,'forbeodan
'

forbid/

357. (ij
. . e.) bleed, breed, feed, meet, speed', lead, read

from the OE weak bledan, bredan, fedan, gemetan, spedan,

l&dan, rczdan, whose preterites and pret. participles were

regularly shortened in ME. The pret. read'was often written

red(de) in Early MnE.

358. (ij
. . e . . ij-n.) eat, ate, eaten from OE strong V

etan, d>t, eten. The exceptional pret. <zt was made into at

in ME.
359. (ou . . e.) hold from OE strong I healdan (hdldan).

360. (o . . e . . o-n.) fall from OE strong \feallan.

361. (ai . . ei . . ei-n.) lie, lay, lain from OE strong V
licgan. In ME this verb, together with sgcgan and bycgan

(346), got rid of the eg by extension of such forms as ligej),

sggefi, imper. sgge, byge etc., thus forming the new infinitives

lien (from *liyeri), seien, bun, pres. partic. seiinge etc.

362. (B . . ei . . B.) come, came from the OE irregular

strong IV cuman, com, cumen. In ME com was made into

cam on the analogy of other verbs of the same class.

363. (i
. . ei . . i-n.) give from OE strong V giefan.

364. (ai\ . i.) light, lit (lighted) is a weak verb which

was made strong on the analogy of bite in MnE after its

pronunciation had become (bit).

365. (ai . . i . . i-n.) bite=GE strong VI bitan. chide,

hide from OE weak cidan, hydan.

366.
(ij

. . ij . . ij-n.) beat, beat, beaten from OE strong I

beatan, beot.

367. (ai . . o.) shine from OE strong VI scman.

368. (e . . o . . o-n.) (for)get, got, got(ten) is a mixture

of OE strong V begietan (begetan) 'get/ forgietan, and

G 2
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Scandinavian geta, gat, getinn
'

get/ The 0-forms are MnE.

tread, trod, trodden from OE strong V tredan, ME trjden,

trad, (i)trjden and troden by the influence of (i)broken.

369. (ij
. . o . . o-n.) seethe, sod (seethed), sodden from OE

strong VII seopan, seafi, soden.

370. (uw . . o.) shoot, shot from OE strong VII sceotan.

Cp. choose (375).

371. (ai . . ou . . i-n.) The following are old strong VI
verbs: drive, ride, rise, smite, write, together with (a]bide,

shrive, stride, some of whose forms are obsolete, strive and

thrive were originally weak, the former being of French, the

latter of Scandinavian origin.

372. (ei . . ou.) wake, woke (waked) from OE strong II

wacan and weak wacian. The MnE (ou) is probably due to

the influence of rose etc. stave, stove is a MnE formation

from the noun stave.

373. (ei . . ou . . ou-n.) break, steal from OE strong IV

brecan, stelan.

374.
(ij

. . ou . . ou-n.) freeze from OE strong VII

freosan, freas, froren. speak, weave from OE strong V
sp(r)ecan, we/an, whose pret. participles were made into

spoken, woven in ME on the analogy of broken.

375. (uw . . ou . . ou-n.) choose, chose, chosen from OE
strong VII ceosan, ceas, coren, ME infin. chesen, and in

West-Midland chUsen, whence MnE chuse, now written

choose.

376. (ai . . 0.) fight,fought from OE strong Hlfeohtan.

377. (e9 . . o . . o-n.) bear, tear from OE strong IV beran,

teran, whose analogy has been followed in MnE by wear from

OE weak wgrian. swear from OE strong II swgrian, swor,

geswaren, sworen (by the influence of the w), which in ME
was levelled under l>/ren=OE beran.
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378. (is . . o . . o-n.) shear, shore, shorn, whose pret. is

obsolete=OE strong IV scieran (seeran).

379.
(ij

. . o . . ij-n.) see, saw, seen from OE seon, seah

(s(Eh\ gesewen (segen), the ME and MnE pret. partic. being

really the OE adjective gesiene (gesene]
'

visible/
'
seen.'

380. (& . . u.) stand, stood from OE strong II with

irregular infin. etc. standan, stbd, standen.

381. (ei . . u . . ei-n.) forsake, shake from OE strong II

forsacan, scacan. take from Scandinavian taka, tok.

382. (ai . . uw . . ou-n.) fly, flew, flown from OE strong

VII fleogan. The MnE pret. probably arose in the same

way as drew (336).

383. (ei . . uw . . ei-n.) slay, slew, slain from OE strong

II slean (from sleahan], slog, slcegen. In MnE the ai of the

partic. slain was extended to the infin., and the pret. slow

underwent the usual change.

384. (ou . . uw . . ou-n.) blow from OE strong I bldwan

'blow' and bldwan 'bloom/ preterites bleow. crow, know

from OE strong I crdwan, cndwan, the partic. crown being

now obsolete.

385. (o . . uw . . o-n.) draw from OE strong II dragan.

MIXED VERBS.

386. These have a pret. partic. in -(e)n with a consonantal

preterite. The following all of which have also a conso-

nantal pret. partic. were originally strong : hew hewed hewn,

mow(n), sow(n); grave(n), shape(n\ shave(n}', melt molten,

swell swollen
;
rive riven=OE I heawan, mdwan, sdwan

;
II

grafan, scieppan scop (Scand. skapa skop), scafan ;
III meltan,

swellan
;

Scandinavian rifa, ME VI riven, go, went, gone

is a combination of OE strong I gdn, pret. partic. gegdn with

the pret. of OE weak w$ndan
' turn/ In load, laden (loaded}
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the MnE infin. laden from OE strong II hladan was confused

with the noun load, ME Igde from OE seo lad 'leading/
'

carrying
'

[cp. OE Icedan '

lead/
'

carry '].
The following

are originally weak verbs which followed the analogy of strong

verbs such as draw, know etc. : saw sawn (sawed), show(n\

strew(n).

ISOLATED FORMS.

387. quoth is the pret. of the strong V OE verb cwefian,

cwcej)
l

speak/
'

say.' Weak ME quap passed into quod,

which were blended into quof>. hight, ME highte^ is a

blending of an isolated OE passive hat-te
'
is called (named)/

' was called
'

and heht, the active pret. of the same verb (310).

iclept=OE gecleopod
' called

'

from the weak cleopian. wont
=OE gewunod pret. partic. of the weak gewunian

' accustom/

PRETERITE-PRESENT VERBS.

388. In OE these have for their presents old strong

preterites; thus wat 'I know' was originally a pret. like

wrdt c I wrote.' But they have / or st in the 2nd sing, indie.,

a / before the inflectional / becoming s: ic sceal,J>u sceal-t;

ic cann, pu can-si; pu wast. From these presents new

weak preterites are formed with various changes : sceolde,

cupe, wiste. Many of them are defective, the infin., imper.,

and participles being often wanting, the subj. being some-

times used for. the imper. :

Indie. Subj.

Pres. Sing, i, 3 wat )

wifg
2 wast )

Plur. witon witen

Pret. Sing, i, 3 wist )
wfsfe

2 wistest J

Plur. wiston wisten
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Imper. Sing, wite Infin. witan

Plur. ivita}) Gerund to ivitenne

Partic. Pres. ivitende

Pret. witen

389. In MnE most of these verbs have only a finite

present and preterite, except when they have been made

consonantal :

can(st), could=OE cann, canst, cufie. In ME. coupe was

made into coude by the influence of the d of should and

would.

dare, darest, (he) dare(s); durst; infin. dare. OE
dearr, dearst plur. durron, by whose influence dorste became

durste in ME.

may(st), might=OE mczg, miht, mihte.

mote (obsolete), must. OE mot-=.
'

may,' pret. moste,

which even in ME was used in present as well as the pret.

sense
;

in Early MnE its (uu) was shortened.

(owe), ought. OE dg, ahte
'

possess/ a meaning which

was preserved in the pres. in ME, while the pret. developed

the special meaning ought and by degrees came to be used

as in a present sense ; its vowel ou was introduced from the

present.

shall, shalt; should=OE sceal(t), scolde.

will, wilt; would=OE wile, wilt, willap, wolde, the first

form having been originally a strong subjunctive preterite.

In OE it was contracted with preceding ne into id nyk, we

nyllap etc., whence willy nilly earlier will he nill he.

wot, wist=OE wdt, wiste. wot in Early MnE was often

made regular: he wotteth, he wots. The infin. and pres.

partic. are still preserved in to wit and unwittingly.

390. One of the characteristics of these verbs is the

absence of the s in the 3rd sing. pres. This is also the case
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with the verb need, which is partly the result of imitation of

(he) ought etc., but also of the fact that it was originally

formed (in Early MnE) from the noun need in such sentences

as what need all this waste ?

ANOMALOUS VERBS.

391. The verb be in OE is made up of three distinct

roots :

Indie. Subj.

Pres. Sing, i eom (earn) ;
beo slej beo

2 eart (ear]}) ;
bist siej beo

3 isj bt/> sie; beo

Plur. sznd, sindon (earon) ; beo}> szen; beon

Pret. Sing, i wees ware
2 ware w&re

3 wees ware

Plur. wceron wceren

Imper. Sing, wes; beo Infin. wesan; beon

Plur. wesap; beop Gerund to wesenne; to

beonne

392. The Standard ME forms are: am, art, is, be(n);

subj. be, be(n) ; pret. was, wjr(e), was, wjre(n) ; pret. subj.,

wjr(e), wjre(n) ; imper. be, befi ;
infin. be(n) participles

beinge, be(n). The ME pret. partic. is, of course, an

analogical new formation. The North-Thames plur. ar(n) is

still rare in Standard ME, but is firmly established in Early

MnE, which inflects : am, art, is, are
; subj. be

; pret. was,

wast, wert, plur. were
; subj. pret. were, wert, were

;
infin. be ;

partic. being, been. The use of be in the pres. indie, is still

kept up in Early MnE : / be, thou beest, they be, etc.
;

the

form he bes is, however, very rare. There is in MnE a

tendency to get rid of the distinctively subjunctive inflections

of this verb not only by using thou beest as if it were a
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subjunctive if thou beestif thou be but also by substi-

tuting ifI was for ifI were, etc.

393. have. OE h&bbe, hafst, hafp, plur. habbap ; subj.

hcebbe, hcebben; pret. hcE/de; imper. hafa, habbap } infin.

habban
; partic. hcebbende, gehcefd. In ME the old bb was

gradually supplanted by the z>=OE/"of the other forms,

the v itself being often dropped by contraction. The

Standard ME forms are: have, weak hav, hast, hap, plur.

hdve(n), han, han
; pret. hadde

; pret. partic. had. In ME
the weak short-vowel forms gradually supplanted the long-

vowel ones
;
but we keep the long-vowel forms in the deriva-

tive behave, pret. behaved=WE, behdven. The MnE literary

forms are : have, hast, hath, has plur. have ; subj. have ; pret.

had; imper. and infin. have ; partic. having, had.

394. do. OE do, dest, dep, plur. dop; pret. weak dyde;

imper. do, dop ;
infin. don ; partic. donde, geddn. In Standard

ME the 5 of the other parts of the verb supplanted the older e :

do, dost, dop, plur. don
;
dide ; imper. do, dop ; partic. doinge

do(n).

PARTICLES.

395. The OE particles are primary, such as be
'

by/ or

secondary. The latter are formed from other (declinable)

parts of speech ; thus ham in he eode ham ' he went home '

is

formed from the masc. noun ham '

home(stead)/ Many
adverbs are used also as prepositions and conjunctions, such

as OE air and its MnE equivalent before.

Adverbs from Nouns and Adjectives.

396. In OE, adverbs were formed from adjectives by
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adding -e, such as deop-e 'deeply/ heard-e 'with vigour/

whence MnE deep, hard, as in drink deep, pull hard, the dis-

tinction between these adverbs and the corresponding adjec-

tives being lost.

397. Hence OE adjectives in -lie '-ly
'

formed adverbs in

-lice, such as ges&ligllce
'

happily
'

from ges&liglic. As there

was also an adjective ges&lig
'

happy/ such adverbs came to

be regarded as formed directly from the adjectives ges&lig etc.

till at last -lice, and its ME form -llche, was used as an in-

dependent adverb-ending instead of -e, as in ME depllche.

By degrees -tiche was levelled under the adjective-ending

-/z^=OE -lie, Midland and Standard ME -li, which in MnE
has become the regular adverb-ending, as in deeply, hardly.

398. The MnE -wise arose out of the OE feminine noun

wise ( manner
'

in such phrases as on ofire whan
'
in another

way/ which in ME was made into the single word dprewlse,

ofrerwlse, on the analogy of which new adverbs were formed,

such as likewise.

399. Many OE adverbs were formed directly from nouns

and adjectives, either uninflected, such as ham, eall
'

entirely/

genog
'

sufficiently/ or inflected, such as hwll-um dat. plur.
'

at times/
'

sometimes/ ME whilom, dceges gen.
'

by day/ this

last ending being much extended in ME and MnE as in

always=OE ealne weg ace. literally
'
all (the) way/ ME gnes

1 once/ Hence -ways, -times etc. came to be used as adver-

bial endings, as in lengthways (also lengthwise], sometimes,

ofttimes.

400. ealne-weg, of'dune (126) are examples of group-

adverbs. So also alive, asleep, beside(s) come from the OE
on life dat.

' in life/ on slcepe, be sldan '

by the side/
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Pronominal Adverbs.

401. There is in OE a symmetrical group of place-

adverbs connected with the pronouns he, pat, hw<zt :

her, 'here' hider 1
hither' (220) heonon(e) 'hence' (399)

)>&r
'

there '

J>ider
' thither

'

panon
' thence '

hwcer ' where ' hwider ' whither ' hivanon ' whence '

'402. Many OE pronouns are used as adverbs and con-

junctions, such as fiat
'

that,' hw&per
'

whether/ d-hwceper,

dfier
'

either,' ME gper, weak or, nd(hwce)per
'

neither/ whence

MnE nor, agper. The ME ngiper (279) was also used as a

conjunction, as also the ME bgpe (279), and OEJy 'the' in

the more the merrier, hwy
'

why/ which are old instrumental

cases officet, hwcet.

403. There are many group-particles in OE consisting of

a preposition with a pronoun in the dat. or instr., such as

for-J>&m, for-py
'

therefore/ conjunctions taking the relative

particle foe, as in for-ficem-fie
'

because/ cBfter-fi&m-fre
'
after/

There are other similar groups containing nouns and

adverbs, such as }>d-hwile-}>e
'

the time that/
'

while/ J?y-lces-pe
'

lest/ literally
'

by-that less that/ In ME these groups
were gradually shortened into for, after, while, whiles (399),

MnE whilst Igsfie, lest(e).

Other Adverbs.

404. OE swd has become so in MnE. OE eall-swd c

en-

tirely so
'

became in ME strong als(w]g, whence MnE also,

and weak a(l)se, whence MnE as. The development of

wher(so}ever, whenever etc. out of OE swd-hw&r-swd etc. is

parallel to that of whoever etc. (275).
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405. The OE negative particle is ne, which is prefixed

to the verb and to all the other words in the sentence with

which it forms11

contractions, such as nyle (389), nan : nan ne

dorste nan ping dscian
l no-one durst ask anything/ If there

are no contracted negatives besides the ne before the chief

verb, nd, no or naht, noht are added : pat hus nd nefeoll
c the

house did not fall/ ME has the same usage; but by

degrees, as naht, noht we're weakened into nat, not, these

forms, after being mere strengtheners of the ne, began to

supplant it. In MnE ne disappeared entirely, and the

influence of Latin caused the disuse of the old pleonastic

negations such as / do not know nothing, which are now

vulgar.

Prepositions.

406. The OE prepositions govern the accusative, dative

(instrumental), and sometimes the genitive.

407. Most of them can be used also as adverbs, as in he

dyde on his byrnan
' he put on his corslet,' and in such com-

binations as peer-on, peer-to
' therein '=' in it/ 'to it/ on often

having the meaning
'
in

'

in OE. The adverbs correspond-

ing to the prepositions be
'

by
'

and in are bi and inn. In

fact, all the prepositions were originally adverbs, which were

added to nouns to express more definitely what was already

indicated by the case. Thus in on p&m huse '
in the house

'

the idea of '

rest in a place
'

was originally expressed by the

dative alone. Hence bi preserves the strong form of which

be is a weakening.

408. In OE there are compound prepositions formed by

prefixing a preposition to an adverb of place or some other

part of speech, be being shortened before a vowel : be-foran
'

before/ b-ufan
'

above/ b-utan '

outside
'

used also as a
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conjunction
'

except/
'

but,' being shortened in ME bote

whence, again, on-butan *

around,'
* about' [cp. alive, 400],

wip-innan
'

within/ wip-utan
'

outside,' on-gemang
l

among,'

literally
'

into the crowd/

409. In ME bl supplanted the preposition be, which was

kept only in such groups as beforen, beside. OE innan
'

inside
'

was used instead of on to express
'

in/ being

gradually shortened to m(e), whence MnE in. OE mid
' with

'

and wi}>
'

against
'

were confused till at last wip took

the meaning of mid, which was then disused.

COMPOSITION.

410. Composition in OE consists in joining together two

words, the first of which becomes indeclinable, while the last

retains its inflections, the first having the stronger stress.

Thus }>(Et gold and se smij> form the compound noun se 'gold\-

smip. Word-groups beginning with an inflected adjective or

genitive case have the same stress, as in 'god \d&d '

good
action

'

compared with godd&d
'
benefit

'

cwicseolfor
'

quick-

silver/ "cyninges \sunu '

king's son/ Monan-dceg
'

Monday/

literally
' moon's day.'

411. But in MnE the stress in these groups has been made

equal, so that we are able to distinguish by stress alone

between such compounds as blackbird, crow's-foot (a plant)

and the groups 'black 'bird, a -crow's 'foot, and can use a

noun in the plural as the first element of a compound, as in

clothesbrush) newspaper.

412. In OE, besides compounds of noun or adjective+
noun, there are compounds of noun+ adjective, such as
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wm-sced '

satiated with wine/ and of adjective + adjective,

such as wid-cup
'

widely known.' There is also a class of

'conversion-compounds/ consisting of adjective + noun, the

whole compound being an adjective, such as gl&d-mdd
'

having a glad mood/ blip-heart \heorte
' heart

']
' blithe of

heart/ 'cheerful/

413. In OE verbs are compounded only with particles

and inseparable prefixes (127) and a few adjectives used in

similar adverbial meanings, as in full-fyllan 'fully fill/

'fulfill/ In MnE verbs are compounded with greater

freedom, as in the noun break-water and the verbs browbeat,

whitewash.

DERIVATION.

Native Elements.

PREFIXES.

414. Of the OE prefixes, some are strong(stressed), some

weak. Noun- and adjective-prefixes are generally strong,

as in mis-deed 'misdeed/ 'un-cu}> 'unknown/ while verb-

prefixes are generally weak. When a prefix is used both

with nouns (and adjectives) and with verbs it is generally

shortened and weakened in the latter combination, as in

'and-giet
'

intelligence
*

on'gietan
' understand

'

'bt-gang
'
circuit

'

be'gan
'

practice,'

the distinction between the last two being parallel to that

between the adverb bi and the preposition &e, bi- and bi being

originally the same word. When a verb is formed direct

from a noun, the strong prefix is preserved, as in 'andswarian
' answer

'

from the noun and-swaru [cp. swgrian
' swear

'].
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Conversely, when a noun is formed from a verb the weak

form of the prefix is kept, as in d'liesednis 'redemption' from

d'Uesan '

release
'

[cp. d'risan
'
arise

'].

415. But it sometimes happens that the weak prefix of the

verb supplants the originally strong prefix. Thus the weak

ge- is the only form, even in independent nouns and adjec-

tives such as gefera
'

companion,' gellc
'

like/ having sup-

planted an older strong form.

416. Sometimes the original distinction between the strong

and weak form is lost, though the distinction of stress is

kept. Thus the originally strong form in for-wyrd
'

de-

struction
'

is kept inforweorfian
l

perish/forgiefan
'

forgive
'

[note that this prefix has no connection with the prepositions

for
'

for,'fore
' before

']. of- [which is the same word as the

preposition and adverb of,
'

of/
'
off

']
is used in the same

way : -of-spring
'

offspring/ of'dr&dan
' fear/

417. The unstressed on- [strong and-, 414] and to- ex-

pressing
'

separation
'

etc., as in on'bindan *

unbind/ on'dr&dan
4

fear/ td'brecan
' break to pieces/ are quite distinct from the

prepositions on and to.

418. In ME ge- was weakened to i- and then dropped ;

but it is still preserved in enough, ywis=Q!L genog, gewiss
'

certain/

419. In ME of- and on- were often weakened to a- [cp.

408], and as a- was shortened to a-, all three were often

levelled under one form, whence the MnE ashamed, abide,

arise etc.=OE ofscamod, onbidan, drisan. But those verbs

in which OE on- reversed the meaning of the verb it was

prefixed to, saved their prefix from being weakened into

a- by identifying it with the nearly synonymous noun-

prefix un-, whence the MnE unbind from OE onbtndan,
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together with many new-formations, such as unfasten,

unchain.

SUFFIXES.

420. Some of the OE suffixes which contained i orj in

Germanic, caused mutation of the preceding vowel, as in

gylden
'

golden/ where, as is often the case, the unmutated

vowel was afterwards restored by the influence of the un-

derived word [OE gold
'

gold '],
which sometimes happened

in OE itself. In the following examples of the most impor-

tant OE suffixes those which originally caused mutation are

marked t.

iNbun-forming. (a) Concrete.

421. leorn&CQ '
learn-er

'

from leornian
'

to learn
'

;
in ME

and MnE this suffix was often confused with French and

Latin -e(e)r, -ier, -o(u)r (430), whence MnE liar (192), sailor

=OE leogere, *seglere. ocscesire '

baker-ess/ tceppestre
' female

tapster
'

;
in ME this ending came to be regarded as masc.

through its similarity to -er, although spinster is still feminine.

jEfielwulfiiLg 'son of JEfelwulf
'

; deorling 'darling' \_deore

precious '].

() Abstract.

422. gddnia(s),godnes
'

good-ness.' t^/u '

heat,' wrcej>(fi}u
' wrath

'

\hat
'

hot/ wrap
'

angry ']. ^pief\>
'
theft

'

treowfr
'

fidelity
'

\peof
'

thief/ treowe '
faithful

']. bletsTrng
'

blessing/

leornung, horning
'

learning
'

from the verbs bletsian, leornian.

The following endings were originally independent words in

OE itself:

424. crtstendom c

Christianity/ wisdom ' wis-dom
'

[se dom
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'judgment/ 'authority'], preosthad 'priestly office/ cildhad
1 childhood

'

[se had
1

rank/
' condition

'];
ME has -hod instead

of -hjjd, and also -hjde through the influence of the OE suffix

\\ifreond-rceden
'

relationship/ whence MnE maidenhead [OE
mceg}>hdd\. Ala/brdscipQ

(

authority
'

\hlaford
'

lord '\freond-

scipe
'

friend-ship
'

[cp. scieppan
'

shape/
'

appoint '].

Adjective-forming.

425. -\-gylden.
'

gold-en/ h&pen
' heathen

'

\h&}>
' heath

'] ;

some adjectives in -en without mutation are old strong pret.

participles, such as drunken, fam=.QtiL fcegen
'

glad
'

from

gefeon
'

rejoice/ Mlig (Germanic -ag)
'

holy
'

\hal
'

sound/

'whole'], modig 'proud'; ^hgfig
c

heavy
'

[cp. hgbban 'lift/

pret. partic. hafen\, bysig
'

busy/ t/r/dso
' French

'

[Franc-land
i land of the Franks/

* France "\folcisc
'

vulgar/

wynsum
'

pleasant
'

\wynn
'

joy '].
The following were inde-

pendent words in Germanic :

426. mamgfeald.
l

many-fold/ seofonfeald
' sevenfold

'

[fealdan
'
to fold

']. synnfuU.
'

sin-ful/ carfull
'
careful

'

[full

'full'], sleepless 'sleep-less/ rgcceleas
' careless

'

[leas 'de-

prived of; cp. forleosan 'lose']. eorfiliQ 'earth-ly/ wiflic

'feminine/ originally 'having a woman's form' (412), -lie

being a shortened lie 'body/ ^a/rcweard, adv. hdmweardes

(399) home-ward(s), inneweard ' inward/

Verb-forming.

427. Scandinavian -na, as in hwitna 'become white/

harfrna 'become hard/ was imported into ME, whence MnE
whiten, harden.
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Foreign Elements.

428. These are mainly French (marked *), Latin, and

Greek (marked t). Many which came into English in their

popular French forms were afterwards latinized more or less,

this latinizing having sometimes begun in French itself.

Thus ME aventUre is exactly the French form from Latin

(res) adventura '

(a thing) about to happen/ But in Late Old

French and Late ME the word was latinized into adventure,

which spelling has in E. corrupted the pronunciation, and so

in other cases.

429. In Latin and Greek, many of the prefixes vary

according to the nature of the sound they precede, final con-

sonants being often assimilated, as in assentdre=ad-sentare ;

these changes are generally kept up in English, as in assent.

430. The following examples will show the chief foreign

prefixes in their alphabetical order, the unmarked ones being

of direct Latin origin :

Abstinence, ab-rupt, a-vert. adept, as-sent, ag-gravate etc.

ambition, ^amphibious, ^anarchy [cp. mon-archy], a-theist.

^anabaptist, analogy. anteroom, anti-cipate. Antipathy,

antiradical. apostasy, aph-orism. "biennial, ^cataract, cat-

echise, circumnavigate, circu-itous. commit, con-vince, co-

incide, col-league etc.
;

*
corn-fort, *coun-cil. contradict, con-

troversy;
*
counter-poise, dethrone, devious.

*
demigod [from

Latin dimidiuni]. -^digraph= ' twice/ ^diameter, di-ocese-=

'through/ disarm, dif-ferent etc.;
*
des-cant,

*
de-part,

^energy. -\epigram, eph-emeral. extend, ef-fect, e-vade,

*es-cape. -\-exodus, ec-stasy. extravagant. -\-hypercriticaL

\-~hypothesis, hyph-en. insane, im-pious, i-gnorant, il-liberal

etc.= 'un-'. invade, im-pet, ir-ruption etc.; *en-dure, em-
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into.' inters/, intel-lect';
*
enter-tain, intro-

duce. "^metamorphosis, meth-od. nefarious, ne-utral. non-

conductor, obviate, os-tensible, o-mit, oc-cur etc. ^paragraph,

par-enthesis. permit, pel-lucid;
*
par-don, postpone, pre-

suppose, preternatural. progress, prod-igy;
*
pur-chase,

por-trait. -\prologue. ^proselyte
'
towards.' repeat, red-eem.

retrograde, separate, semicircle, sinecure, subordinate,

sup-port etc. supernatural; *sur-face. suspend, su-spect

= '
under.' ^synagogue, sy-stem, syl-lable etc. transform,

tra-duce; *tres-pass. ultramundane.

SUFFIXES.

These are arranged under each section so that those

which consist entirely of vowels come first, and are followed

by those that contain consonants in the alphabetic order of

the consonants.

!N"oun-forming. (a) Personal.

431.
*
trustee, refugee [-/ from Latin -atus\. vicar ;

*
officer,

*
cavalier, *volunleer [L. -drius, -arts], auth-or;

*
saviour.

*
sluggard, braggart. *goddess, lioness [from L.

-isso]. -\-artist, communist. -^Israelite, Jacobite, orator,

testator, testatrix.

(d) Diminutive.

432. globule, animalcule; ^particle.
*
islet, dulcet;

leaflet.

(c) Abstract.

433. *

'modesty,fancy [from L. -ia] ;

*
Italy [from L. -ia] ;

*
remedy [from L. -turn].

*
county, army, 0//0ry=weak ME
H 2
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-e from French -e [L. -atus\ and -e'e [L. -dtd\. avarice,prac-

tice
; ^practise, merchandise, constancy, bankruptcy, min-

strelsy. t//md, Dunciad, -^Aeneid.
*
colonnade, promenade

[from L. -ata through Italian]. *bandage, courage [from L.

-dticum]. argument, ornament, opinion, compulsion, action.

Johnsonians, [L. -ana adj. neuter pi.], ignorance, experience;

brilliancy, consistency, splendor ;

*honour [American -or\.

*poetry, peasantry^ French ~(t)er (431)+^ (433)- /< rure

departure, ^despotism, anglicism ; wittician\-=-ic (434) +
-t'sm. consulate, magistrate, fortitn&e, multitude, ^property,

capacity, durability= French -//from L. -ids, -tdtem.

Adjective-forming.

434. 0ble, reliable, terrible, soluble. *treble [from L.

-plex, whence -pie in multiple], moribund., vagabond, domestic,

'[logic, mathematics
; musical. -\maniac, Syriac. add,

splendid, ^anthropoid., alkaloid. equal; essential, civil,

fertile, human, Roman, humane ;

*
captain, herculean, Euro-

pean [a blending of L. -(a)eus and -an\. Christian, plebeian,

divine,feminine, glycerine, casein, ignorant, innocent, pesti-

lent, familiar, regular, necessary, superior, junior. Chin-

ese, verbose ;

*
furious.

*
picturesque, burlesque [from L.

-iscus through Italian], corrupt, accurate, nitrate, favourite,

active, plaintive ; *plaintif.

Verb-forming.

435. *puriy,deify [from L. -ficdre]. *Jinish,flourish [from
L. -escere]. "^theorize, civilize.



APPENDIX.

SPECIMENS OF ENGLISH.

Old English.

EARLY WEST-SAXON.

Jl)lc fara fe fas mm word ge-hierf , 9110! fa wyrcf , bif

ge-lic faem wisan were, se his bus ofer stan get'imbrede.

pa com faer ren gnd micel flod, gnd fser bleowon windas,

gnd a'hmron on faet hiis, gnd hit na ne feoll : soflice hit

W3es ofer stan ge'timbred. 5

Qnd selc fara fe ge-hierf fas mm word, Qnd fa ne wyrcf,

se bif ge'lic fsem dysigan me.nn, fe ge'timbrede his hiis ofer

sgnd-ceosol. pa rinde hit, gnd faer com flod, gnd bleowon

windas, gnd a/hruron on faet hiis, gnd faet hus feoll ; gnd

his hryre waes micel. 10

1. eelc 'each' ( 279% here used as a noun governing the genitive.

Jtara gen. plur. of ^'that-one,' 'he' (1. 2). pe indeclinable relative

pronoun and particle ( 403)
' who.' pas mm word ' these my words

;

'

pas and mm are in the neut. plur. in agreement with word ( 225).

gehlerj) 'hears/ Late West-Saxon gehyr]) ( 138), with the usual West-

Saxon contraction ( 289); the Anglian form is gehere}. gnd, Late

West-Saxon and. pa neut.
'

those-ones,' 'them.' wyrcp 'works,'

Anglian wirce]>; the noun isjxzt geweorc. bip
'
is

'

( 391). 2. gelic
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1

like,' adj. governing dat. wlsan weak ( 249) dat. sing, of wts '

wise.'

wer ' man.' ofer '

over/
'

on,' preposition governing ace. and dat.

stan, 255. timbran ' build' belongs to the hear-class of weak verbs,

the e of the pret. timbrede being inserted to make the pronunciation

easier. 3. pa
' then.' com, 362. pier 'there,' Anglian per( 137).

ren ' rain
' = Anglian regn. micel '

great,' Late West-Saxon myeel,

whence MnE much ( 166) ;
the older form is preserved in the name

Mitchell, blawan 'blow,' strong I. 4. hreosan, a'hr. (414),

strong verb VII '
fall.' on '

on,'
'

in,' preposition with ace. and dat,

na, 405. feallan, strong verb I. soplice 'truly,' 'for'; sop adj.
'
true.' 7. dysig

'

foolish,' whence MnE dizzy, ceosol, cisel
'

gravel
'

;

cp. the Chesil Bank and Chiselhurst. rinan ' to rain,' Anglian rignan,
from *regnjan, with a mutation of e into i. hryre masc. '

fall,' the y
being a mutation of the u in hruron 'they fell

'

( 138).

Gif hwelc mgnn hgef
]>
hund sceapa, gnd him losa]? an of

f>sem, hu, ne forlaett he }?a nigon pnd hund'nigontig on fsem

muntum, gnd gsef, Qnd seclp f>set
an J?e forwearj) ? Qnd gif

hit ge-limpj> fget he hit fint, soflice ic eow s^cge faet he

5 swifor ge'blissaj) for J^sem anum fonne for J>gem nigon gnd

hund'nigontigum J?e na ne losodon.

1. gif
'

if,' ME yif, if, they being dropped as in i- from OE^- ( 415).

hwelc, hzuilc, Late West-Saxon hwylc
' which '

; gif hwelc <
if any.

'

mpnn, Late West-Saxon mann, which also occurs in Early W. S.

( 134). hund ( 283) governs the gen. sceap, Anglian seep ( 141),

neut. (1. 3/^0 'sheep.' him dat. 259. losian weak verb love-class

' be lost,'
'

perish' [cp. 346]. 2. ptem dat. plur. (and sing.), for-

leetan '

forsake,'
' leave

'

; latan, Anglian letan strong I '
let.' hund-

nigontig, 282. 3. munt masc. 'mountain,' from Latin montem.

gp '

goes,' infin. gdn ( 290) ; cp. dep
' does

'

( 394). an '

one,' keeps

its strong inflection after the definite article
;
so also in 1. 5 [the weak

dat. sing, ending is -an, as in J>a>m dysigan 1. 7], forweorpan strong

III 'perish'; weorfian (he wierfi}, wearfi, wurdon, geiuorden ( 150)
4
become,' cognate with -weard ( 426) and Latin vertere. 4. gelim-

pan strong III '

happen.' findan, 349. sgcgan, 302. 5. swipor
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adverb compar. ( 252); swlj>-e ( 396)
c

strongly,'
'

very.' geblissian

weak love-verb 'rejoice'; bliss fern, 'joy' from bltye 'glad' [through

3.

Ohtheje saide his hlaforde, J31frede cyninge, J?set
he eallra

Norfimgnna norfmest bude. He cwse]? J?set
he bude on

J3sem Ignde norf>\veardum wij> J?a
Westsse. He ssede j^eah

J3set faet Ignd sle swif>e Igng nor]? J?gnan ;
ac hit is call weste,

buton on feawum stowum styccemgelum \vlciaj> Finnas, on 5

huntofe on wintra, gnd on sumera on fiscafe be fsere S3e.

1. Ohth^re, a Norwegian in the service of King Alfred, hlaford
'

lord,' from hldf
'

loaf,'
< bread

' and -ivord= rveard '

guardian.' Observe

that the next two words being in apposition to hlaforde are put in the

same case the dative, cyning
'

king' ( 422). eallra strong gen. plur.

of call
'
all.' 2. Norpmgnn

'

Northman,'
'

Norwegian.' norj?mest
adverb superl. ( 256). buan 'dwell,' pret. bude. cwse]>, 387.

3. land neut. norpweard adj. ; feet land n. ' the north (part) of the

country.' wij> pret. with ace. '

against,'
'

along
'

( 409). s ' sea' strong

fern., ace. and dat. sing, see [cp. 1. 6]. peah
<

though,'
' however.'

4. sle 'is,' 'extends,' subj. ( 391). swipe, see 2. 5. Ipgnan^fanon

( 401). ac 'but.' weste adj.
'
desert.' 5. buton 'except' (408).

fea(we) plur.
'
few.' stow fern.

'

place.' styccemselum adv. '

piece-

meal,' 'here and there' ( 399). wician weak love-verb 'encamp,'
' dwell.' Finnas masc. plur.

'

Fins,'
'

Laplanders.' 6. nuntop
masc. '

hunting
'

;
hunta '

hunter.' wintra irregular dat. sing of winter

masc. sumera irregular dat. sing, of sumor.

EARLY MERCIAN.

[This extract is from an interlinear translation of the Psalms; it is,

therefore, not altogether idiomatic.]

4.

Dryhten, nales in eorre Jrinum fm f>reast me, ne in hathe-

ortnisse finre }>u freast me. Mildsa me Dryhten, for-fon
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untrum ic earn
;

hael me Dryhten, for-f>on ge'drdefed sindun

all ban min, gnd sawl min ge'droefed is swibe. Qnd >u,

5 Dryhten, ge-ce.rr, Qnd ge'ne.re sawle mine
;
halne me do fore

mildheortnisse J?me, for-J?on nis in deaj?e se ge'myndig sie

J>in ;
in he.lle so^lice hwelc gndettej? J>e ? Ic wonn in geam-

runge minre
;

ic Jrwea )?orh syndri(g)e naeht be.dd min mid

tearum. Ge'drcefed is fore eorre ege mm ;
ic aldade be -twin

10 alle feond mine. Ge'wTtaf) from me alle
J?a wirca)? unrehtwis-

nisse. For-]?on ge'herde Dryhten stefne wopes mines;

ge-herde Dryhten bcene mine
; Dryhten ge'bed mm ge-nom.

Scgmien gnd sien ge'droefde alle feond mine
; sien forc^rred

on'bec, gnd scgmien swife hredlice.

1. Dryhten 'lord.' nales 'not' nd-lces 'not less.' in governs the dat.

and ace. like on. eorre neut. '

anger
' = West-Saxon ierre. prean weak

verb ' rebuke
'

( 290) . ne '
nor.' hatheortnis(s) fern.

'

hot-heartedness,'
'

fury.' 2. mlldsian, W. S. miltsian, weak love-class '

pity,' from milde,

W. S. milde ( 133)
'

mild.' for-pon
' because

'

; J>on is an old instru-

mental case oijxzt (cp. 403). 3. un-trum ' weak '

; trum '
firm.'

eam =W. S. com ( 391). heelan weak verb, 138. gedrafan weak

verb 'disturb
' W. S. gedrefan, the mutation of o ( 138) being in this

dialect always preserved in its older form of = close (oeoe). sindun =

sindon, 391. 4. ban neut. 'bone.' saw(u)l fern, 'soul.' swipe,
see 2. 5". 5. cgrran weak verb '

turn.' nrian weak verb wean-class

( 33)- n^l> J 3^' clon 'do,' 'make' ( 394). fore prep, with ace.

'

before,'
' on account of.' 6. mild-heort-nis fern.

'

mild-heartedness,'
'

mercy.' n-is '
is not

'

( 405). deaj> masc. ' death.' se ( 26i^)
=

se-fe
'

who',
' he who.' gemyndig

' mindful
'

; gemynd
'

memory.' 7. f>in

gen.
' of thee' ( 265). hll fern.

'

hell.' hwelc ' which (one),' 'who ';

cp. 2. i. pndettan weak verb '
confess.' winnan strong III 'labour ';

gewinnan 'win/ geamrung fern.
'

mourning,'
' lamentation

' = W. S.

geomrung from geomrian
'

lament,' geomor
'
sad.' 8. J>wean strong

II (pret. fiivog] 'wash.' J>orh 'through' with ace. = W. S. fiurh.

syndrig 'sundry'; cp. sundor 'apart.' neeht fern. sing, and plur.

'night(s)
' =W. S. nieht, niht. bgdd neut. 9. tear masc. ege

weak neut. 'eye' = W. S. cage ( 144). aldian ( 133) 'grow old.'

betwlh(s)
'

betwix-t,'
'

among.' 10. feond masc. sing, and plur.
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'

enemy
'

; originally pres. partic. offeon
' hate

'

; sofreond
'
friend

' was

a pres. partic. meaning
'

loving.' gewitan strong VI
'

depart.' pa, see

1. 6. wirean, see 1. i. un-reht-wis-nis fern, 'unrighteousness';

rehtwis W. S. ryhtwts
*

rightly wise,'
'

righteous.' 11. heran =
W.S. /%fmz. stefn fern.

'
voice.' wop masc. '

weeping '; cp. wcepan,

W. S. ivepan
'

weep.' 12. been fern., W. S. ben '

prayer,'
*

request.'

gebed neut. 'prayer' ; from the plur. gebedu comes MnE bead ( 163).

niman strong irreg. IV pret. nom, pret. partic. genumen, whence MnE
numb. 13. scomian * be ashamed

'

; scpmu, scamu fern.
* shame.'

for-cgrran
' turn

'

(cp. 1. 5). 14. bsec neut.
'

back,' owbcec ' back-

wards '; in this text is written e. hredllGe = hrtzd-Itce, hr<zl-lue>

quickly
'

;
from the compar. hralor comes MnE rather.

Middle English.

[French and Latin words are in italics. In the notes forms introduced

by = are West-Saxon, unless otherwise designated.]

5.

EARLY SOUTHERN.

Mg sleaj? word fene sweord. ' Lif and deaf/ seij? Salomon,
'

is ine tunge hgnden
'

:

'

Hwg-se witef wel his muf, he witej?/

he seif,
'
his sgule.'

'

Hwg-se ne wif-halt his wordes/ seij?

Salomon fe wise,
' he is ase buruh wif'iiten wal, fer ase verd

me.i in over-al.' pe veond of helle mid his ferd went furh fe 5

tiitel
}?e.t

is fver open into
j?e heorte. In vitas patrum hit

tellef fgt gn hgli mon seide, f>eo me preisede ane of fe

brefren J?t he hgfde i'herd f^t weren of miiche speche :

1

Code/ cwe.}> he,
' heo bof ;

auh hore wunnunge navef> ng

jt : hore muf mafelef fver; and hwg-se fver wiile me.i ggn 10

in, and Ifden vorj> hore asse ;

'

f e.t is, hore unwise sgule.

VorfT, seif sein Jame :
'

^if fni wenej) lp^t he beo religius, and

ne
bridlej) ngut his tunge, his religiun is fals : he gilep his
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heorte/ He
seif> swii]?e wel,

* ne bridlef) ngut his tunge/

15 vor bridel nis ngut gne i
J?e

horses mitye, auh sit sum upo

)?en eien, and sum o }?en earen. Vor alle freo is mtiche

neod
f>e.t

heo beon rbridled
;
auh i

J?e muf>e sit te.t iren, and

o }>e lihte tunge ;
vor J?er is rn^st neod hgld hwon )?e tunge

is o riine, and i'vallen on to eornen. Vor ofte we j?enche)},

20 hwon we vof> on to spekene, vor te speken liitel, and wel-

isette wordes; auh J?e tunge is sliddri, vor heo wade}? ine

wete, and slit lihtliche vor]? from Idt word into monie. Ne

mi ngut miichel speche, ne a'ginne hit nfver sg wel, beon

wijruten siinne
; vor vrom sof> hit slit te vals

;
ut of god

25 into iivel, and from mestire into unimete
;
and of a drope

waxe]? a muche flod, ]?e.t a'drenche]? Je sgule. Vor mid te

fleotinde word t6'fleote]5 f>e
heorte ; sg f>?t Ignge fer-^fter ne

m^i heo beon a-riht i'g^dered to'g^deres.

1. m = the adv. md (257), which was used as a noun = {

many
'

in OE.

and as an adj. in ME. slea]?
= J/^, 383 ; long open e is in this text

written indifferently e or ea, whatever its origin, word; this is the

Anglian lengthening ( 133), which also appears in Late West-Saxon.

J>ene =]>onne ; cp. ine 1. 2. sweord = sweord (cp. word] ; eo, eo in this

text are monophthongs (e, ee) or perhaps still (ce, oeoe). seip = .ygV^

( 174). 2. ine, 409. tunge = tunge weak fern. hgnd = hand,

hpnd fern. Irwg-se = swd-hwd-swd ( 275). witej) instead of -wgt

( 388) 'knows,'
'

guards.' 3. wiphalt keeps the short Mercian a

which is long in the infin. ivtyhglden ( 312); halt is a blending of

W. S. hielt ( 289) with the usual mutation, and Mercian haldep, hdldep.

wordes= word neut. plur. 4. ]>e ( 270) wise = j^ wisa ( 249 .

ase, 404. buruh = ^wr()^r fern, 'fortified city/ verd=/?m/ fern.

'army' from faran
'

go.' 5. m^i = mceg't when e represents (se), as

in this word, we write it g ; in later ME it becomes a mai. m i in
* can enter in.' over-al *

everywhere.' wenden '

go.' tutel ' mouth,'
1

'opening.' 6. fver, eaver=cefre. 7- tellej)
= //0)A inf. tgllan

( 300), the ME // being taken from the infin. etc. hli= M/z- ( 425).

seide = -&*& ( 302) with the vowel of sei]> (1. i). J>eo=/a
' when.'

me = man(n)
'

man,'
' one

'

in the sense of French on. ane is a weak form
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( 272) ; cp. gn 1. 7 : OE dn-en offi'em broprum. 8. iherd=

plur. geherde ( 158). speche = jr/r^r fern. 9. boj>, hore are

weak forms = &?q, *0ra ( 265) ; cp. am Anglian earn ( 391). auh

ac, Mercian ah 'but.' wunnunge = wunung ( 235); this doubling

of n is not unfrequent. nave]? = nafaj), ncefp
' has not.' 10. 5t = later

MEyat; the OE 5 was used to denote the front sound (j). mapelien
'chatter.' wule = wile ( 389), wyle. 13. gilen

'

beguile,'
'

deceive.'

14. sw\fy& = swij>e, swy])e (by influence of the w}. 15. ne '

only' ;

in OE ana with weak inflection means ' alone
'

[alone
=OE *eall-dna~\.

mupe dat. ; OE muj> masc. si\, = sitt, site]) ( 309). M.-po = uppan,

uppon. 16. pen eien= Mercian ]>xm egum ( 144). o, weak form

= on, like a= w. ffe = eare weak neut. 17- nede, neod ' need
' =

nied
y Angl. ned, Late W. S. nyd, nead, neod. sit tft with the frequent

change of
tj>

into tt in separate words (sit itself='# from site])}. OE
Iren neut. 18. mst ( 257), later ME mgst. IOMTOTL^- hwonne ; cp.

/^we 1. i. 19. T\nne = ryne
'

running,'
'
course.' eornen, 353. ofte

=
oft ;

the -e added by analogy of such adverbs as Ignge 1. 27. Jjenchen

=])%ncan ( 302). 20. von =OE irreg. strong \fon,feng>gefangen
' seize' [cp. hon, 351]; von on '

begin.' to spekeiie = /<? sprecenne

( 292). vor te 'for to,' 'to'; te is a weak form of to (cp. 1. 24).

21. sliddri '

apt to slip/
'

slippery,' formed by adding -i = ig to slidder

= OE j/ziofer [cp. slit 1. 22]. OE wadan strong II. 22. wete = ze^/a

masc. slit =OE j/itf
, j/frf^, strong VI j/&. lut =OE adv. lyt, used

also as a noun like md (1. i). 23. &g,irm.eTQ. = on'ginnan ( 418).

25. unimete dat.; OE un-gemet
'

un-measure,' 'excess' [cp. metan

strong V ' to measure,' whence MnE to mete'}. OE dropa. 26. OE
strong I weaxan (wcexari) 'grow.' OE adrncan 'give to drink,'
* drown.' mid te, cp. sit te 1. 17 ;

here dp becomes *tj>, tt as in slit

(1. 22), although the d is kept in writing. 27. fleotinde pres.

partic. ( 294); OE fleotan strong VII 'float,' 'flow.' to-fleoten
' flow apart' ( 417),

' be dissolved.' s^ = swd ( 404). lnge&flg
adv. 28. mi sing, instead of the plur. muwen, OE magon. ariht

= ^ rz^/ ( 400) 'rightly.' toggderes from OE to'gcedere ( 399).
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6.

EARLY EAST MIDLAND.

And gif fu cnawest riht tin God,

and hercnest hise spelles,

and legest al fin herte on him,

and folghest him and bu^hest,

5 and for fe lufe of him forsest

haefene Goddes alle,

and art te self aj mild* and meoc,

and softe, and still*?, and life,

wif lamb fu lakest tin Drihtm

10 gastlik* I fine faewes,

swa fat it maj wel helpen j?e

to winnen Godes are.

For lamb is softe and stille deor,

and meoc, and mild^, and lif>e;

15 and it can cnawen swij>e wel

his moder J>3er jho blsetej>

bitwenen an fusende shep,

J>oh fat tej blaeten alle.

and al-swa bir)? J>e
cnawen wel

20 fin God and al his lare,

and al forwerpen haefendom
and 6J?re Goddes alle,

swa-sum fe lamb fief ofre shep,

and fol^hef aj his moder.

1. tin, see 5. 17 ;
this change is carried out consistently in the present

text. 2. hise
; the OE gen. his takes a plur. -e in ME on the analogy

of OE plur. mine etc. OE spell neut. '

story,'
'

teaching.' 3. herte

= heorte
; observe that final vowels are dropped before another vowel.

4. folshen =folgian ; sh = (5) in this text. OE bugan strong VII
'

bow,'
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*
incline.' 5. OE forseon 'despise,' literally 'look askance at.'

6. hsepene; OE htyen (425); in this text long open e is always

written a. 7. pe self, 268. as
'

always,' a Scandinavian word ;

this text writes 5 for i in diphthongs, meoc '

meek,' Scand. 8. softe

-softe the adv. of sefte 'gentle.' OE lipe 'gentle.' 9. laken
' sacrifice to

'

;
OE lac

'

gift.' Drihtin=ZVyA& ; the -In from Latin

names in -Tn(us). 10. gastlike = Southern ggstltche, OE -gdst-lice
4

spiritually.' OE peaw masc. '

custom,' peawas plur.
' morals.'

12. OE ar fern, 'mercy/ 13. OE deor neut. '(wild) animal.'

16. peer
* where.' sb-6 = (j/k>o), a weak form of OE heo. 18. poh

Scand.; OE }eah (J>eh}. pel, 261. 19. bir}>
=
gebyrej) wean-class

'
befits.' 20. OE lar fern.

'

teaching.' 21. OE for-weorpan
'

reject
'

; weorpan strong III ' throw.' 23. sum, ' as
'

Scand.

7.

STANDARD MIDDLE ENGLISH.

Fie frg the prjs, and dwells with sothfastnesse
;

suffist thin gw^ne thing, thogh it be smal.

For hord hath hate, and clymbyng tykelnesse,

prjs hath envye, and wfl^ blent gver al.

Savours ng mgr^ thann^ the byhove shal;

reule wel thi-self that other folk canst rfde :

and trouthtf the shal <were it is ng drfde.

1. fr is the Scandinavian frd
' from '

; it is now used only as an

adverb in to and fro. prfs
' crowd.' dwellen is Scand. dw$lja. OE

sop-fffist-nes 'truth'; so) 'true,' 'truth,' fast 'firm.' 2. wen=

dgen. smal=OE smal ' narrow.' 3. hord =OE hord', MnE hoard

comes from ME hord. tykelnesse 'giddiness.' 4. wle = //a
*

prosperity
'

[cp. OE wel ' well ']. OE blgndan blind.' OE ofer

eall 'everywhere.' 5. savoure, pronounced (saavuura), 108. OE
behoflan 'require.' 6. rfde = /<& 'advise.' 7. trouthe,
treuthe = /r^7z^, 423. it is n drfde 'there is no fear,' 'without

fail.'
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Modern English.

8.

EARLY MODERN.

Every one therefore which heareth (hears) these words of

mine, and doeth them, shall be likened unto a wise man,
which built his house upon the rock. And the rain descended,

and the floods (fluds) came, and the winds blew, and beat

5 upon that house
;
and it fell not : for it was founded upon

the rock. And every one that heareth these words of mine,

and doeth them not, shall be likened unto a foolish man,

which built his house upon the sand. And the rain descended,

and the floods came, and the winds blew, and smote upon
10 that house ;

and it fell : and great was the fall (faull) thereof.

ev(9)ri 00n fteerfoor w(h)itj hiirej? (hiirz) fteez wurdz ov (of)

main, send duuej> "Sem, Jael
bii bikand untu 33 (9) waiz msen,

whitf bylt (bilt) (h)iz hous upon Se rok. send Se rsein (r^n)

de-sended, send (5e fludz ksesem, send Se wsindz bleu, send

5 beet (bet) upon Sset hous
;
send it fel not : for it wsez (waz)

founded upon Se rok. send evri oon Sset hiirejp %eez wurdz

ov main, send duue)? Sem not, Jsel bii bik9nd untu se fuulij

msen, whitf bylt iz hous upon t5e saend. send tSe rsein

desended, send t5e fludz ksesem, send Se waindz bleu, send

10 sm00t upon tSset hous
;

send it fel : send gr^t wsez t5e faul

(fool)

1. "hea,T= heran with unphonetic ea taken from the noun ear= eare.

word ( 133) through (wuurd). 2. doetli is the strong form

of the weak doth (du from (duu =ME do} ( 394). wise from the

weak-inflected se -wis-a etc. 3. build= byldan. foo]s. = hrocca.

4. beat does not agree with OE beat ; (bet) comes from a weak ME
pret. bjtte.
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9.

mutj gaen Sei praeiz tSe triiz so straeit aend hai,

$e
saeilirj pain, Se s^dar proud aend taul,

tSe vainprop elm, tSe poplar nevar drai,

Se bildar 00k, s<?01 kin of forests aul,

Se aespin guud for staeaevz, tSe saipres fiuneraul.

1. g&n = ongznnan, ME aginnen, 418. 2. the sailing pine 'the

pine for ships' masts.'

PRESENT ENGLISH.

10.

evriwim Seafoa whitj (huw) hiarif) (hioz) "Sijz waadz 3v

main, 9n(d) duwif (d-ez) ^am, Jal bi(j) laiknd (^n)tu 9 waiz

maen, whitj bilt iz haus (9p)on tSa rok. 9n "Sa rein drsendid,

9n(d) ^9 fl-edz keim, 9n(d) t$9 windz bluw, 9n(d) bijt (9p)on 'Saet

haus
;
9nd it fel not : f9r it W9Z faundid (9p)on t5a rok. 9nd

evriwBn fot hi9rij? Sijz W99ds 9V main, 9n(d) duwi]? t59m not,

Jal bi laiknd (^n)tu 9 fuwlij maen, whitj bilt iz haus (9p)on
tS9 saend. 9n(d) 89 rein di-sendid, 9n 69 fl-edz keim, 9n(d)
t$9 windz bluw, an(d) smout (9p)on Saet haus; 9nd it fel:

9n(d) greit W9Z t59 fol tSear'ov.

11.

tfo mein d5en(9)r9l difrans brtwijn 99li an leit modan

inglij iz t5at tSa fomar iz tSa piariad av iks-perimant an

kam-paerativ laisns bouj? in tSi impo-tei/an and in tSa fo-meijan
av njuw waadz, idjamz, an gra-maetikl kan-strBk/9nz. t$a leit

modan inglij piariad iz, on Si -etSa haend, wm av srlekjan
and oganai-zeijan. t$a moust maakt difransiz in dijteil aa (Sa
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greit saundtjeins'iz Encbgon (-gon) bai "59 spoukn

tjeinsiz w(h)itj 9v bijn (bin) kanrplijtli diz-gaizd (dis-) bai

Sa fiksiti 9v (5i o-J?ogr9fi.

12.

mai haat lijps t?p when ai bi'hould

9 reinbou in tfo skai;

sou woz it when mai laif bi'gaen,

sou iz it nau ai aem 9 maen,

sou bij it when ai
Jael grou ould

09 let mij dai!

t$9 tjaild iz faatS9r 9v "89 maen;
9nd ai k9d wij mai deiz t9 bij

baund
ijtj

tu
ijtj

bai naat/9r9l pai-iti.

THE END.
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